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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This study report describes the design and performance parameters of three
types of wideband multiple-channel satellite transponders for use in a 30/20 GHz com-
munications satellite, which provides high data rate trunking services to ten ground
station terminals. The three types of transponder are frequency-division multiplex
(FDM), time-division multiplex (TDM), and a hybrid transponder using a combination of
FDM and TDM techniques.
Figure 1-1 illustrates the wideband multiple-beam trunking concept. Table 1-1
gives the traffic distribution between the trunking terminals as required by the study
statement of work. The detailed system design constraints are given in Section 2 of this
report.
Section 3 of the report describes the design features and performance common
to all three transponders, such as the receiver front end design, the frequency conversion
scheme, and the local oscillator design. In addition, Section 3.7 describes the thermal
interface between the transponders and the satellite.
Sections 4, 5, and 6 contain the design trades, detailed baseline design descrip-
tions and performance parameters of the FDM, TDM, and FDM/TDM transponders.
Section 7 of the report provides a comparison of the three designs, including perfor-
mance, weight, power, cost and initial technology.
Figures 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 are simplified block diagrams of the baseline FDM,
TDM, and FDM/TDM transponder designs. Table 1-2 summarizes the principal design
features of each transponder.
Table 1-3 is a comparison of the two most important performance parameters
for the three transponders. Bit error rate (BER) degradation performance is roughly the
same for the TDM and FDM/TDM transponders. FDM transponder degradation is some-
what greater because of the intermodulation distortion occurring in the power amplifiers
due to the use of one amplifier for each three FDM, channels. The second column of
Table 1-3 is a normalized figure of merit, derived by dividing the power delivered to the
feed by the data rate and comparing to a basic standard of 1 watt at a data rate of 137
Mbps. The normalized power-to-data-rate ratios for the FDM/TDM transponders are
somewhat low for the 10 watt TWT TDM transmitter and somewhat high for the 4 watt
solid-state FDM transmitter. If these ratios are adjusted to 1.0 by increasing the TWT
power level to 12 watts and reducing the solid-state power level to 3.2 watts to equalize
the performance of this transponder, the net effect on power required for this
transponder is a decrease of less than 2 percent. Therefore, the power and weight
comparisons presented later are still considered valid even though the FDM/TDM power
is based upon a 10 watt TWT and a 4 watt solid state amplifier.
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TABLE 1 .2. TRANSPONDER DESIGN FEATURES
Channetization I
Transponder	 and	 Interconnect,
Type	 Input Circuits	 Data Rates	 Switch	 Output Circuits	 Polarization
FDM	 FET preamplifier, ! 137 MHz bandwidth Interconnect Three channels/ 	 Six highest data
dual conversion	 uniform channels,
	
at 20 GHz	 TWT, 10 W TWT rate nodes, use
receiver	 21 to 196 Mbps
	
with 2.5 dB
	
dual polariza-
data rates
	
output backoff 	 tion for alter-
nate channels
TDM	 ' F ET preamplifier	 2.5 Gbps burst rate	 IF switch	 Upconverter and Dual polariza•
single conversion	 for all nodes
	
matrix at
	 25 W TWT	 tion not used
receiver	 5.23 GHz
center
frequency	 j
FDM/TDM	 FET preamplifier, TDM — burst rate
dual conversion ; 1.096 Gbps
receiver provides
both 20 GHz and
IF output
FDM — 274 MHz
bandwidth uniform
channels, data rate
274 to 288 Mbps
TOM — IF TDM — upccn• Dual polariza-
switch matrix verter and 1, 0 W tion for three
3.98 to TWT highest data
5.08 GHz
I
rate nodes
FDM — inter- ! FDM — solid-
connect at	 I state 4 W power
20 GHz amplifier
TABLE 1 . 3. TRANSPONDER PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Transponder	 BER Degradation, dB I Normalized Power Output to Data Rate Ratio
Configuration	 (10.6 BER)	 0.0 1 Wi137Mbps)
FDM	 2 to 3	 1.05
TDM	 1.8
	 0.95
FDM/TDM
1	 FDM channel !	 <1.8	 1.25
TOM channel	 <1.8
	 0.83
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•
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•	 MATRIX
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FIGURE 1 .3. TDM TRANSPONDER BASELINE DESIGN
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TABLE 1 .4. TRANSPONDER WEIGHT, POWER, AND COST COMPARISON
Cost, SM ITransponder Tvpt Weight, Ib i, Power, W I Nonrecurring Recurring	 Total
FDM 587 i	 1204	 1 8.1 i	 9.8 17.9
TOM 241 861 7.7 6.2 13.9
FDM,TDM
	 i 357 I	 712	 I 10.0 I	 7.8 17.8
The TDM and FDM/TDM transponders have some advantage in flexibility since
they can reconfigure terminal-to-terminal data rates by altering the IF switch control
program stored in the switch control unit memory. The FDA1 repeater would require
interconnect switches and subdivision of channels to achieve equivalent capability.
Table 1-4 compares the weight, power, and cost of the three transponder config-
urations. It must be emphasized that the data of Table 1-4 are not certain, but may be
considered relatively valid. It appears that the TDM transponder has a considerable
advantage over the other two types. However, this conclusion is somewhat unrealistic
since use of this transponder requires 2.5 Gbps burst rate modems for the earth stations
which have not been developed and the development of such modems may present
formidable technical problems. If the TDM transponder design is based upon a lower
burst data rate of about 500 Mbps the TDM and the hybrid FDM/TDNi transponder
weight, power, and cost would be nearly equal.
The FDM transponder does not appear to be well-suited for this application. The
high total data rate of 2.5 Gbps required in this study, the use of uniform channelization
to avoid more than one power amplifier type, and the large power penalty imposed by the
use of three channels for each power amplifier that requires TWT backoff point this
out. The advent of lightweight, efficient solid-state power amplifiers of 2, 4, and 3
watts would result in a more efficient FDM transponder design through the use of
nonuniform channelization and a single channel per amplifier.
The conclusion reached in the thermal design study in Section 3.7 is that all
three transponders are compatible with either a spinning satellite or a three-axis alti-
tude-controlled spacecraft. Because of the dual power mode operation required of the
power amplifiers. all three transponders require thermal regulation to compensate for
the large change in dissipation which can occur as a function of the number of power
amplifiers operated in the high power mode. The simplest method to provide the
required thermal regulation would be to use heaters, since power would be available for
the heaters when required. The heaters would be used - hen most of the transmitters are
in the low power mode and during eclipse.
The technological development that would most benefit transponder design is the
development of lightweight, high-efficiency, solid-state power amplifiers in the power
output range of 2 to 25 watts. In addition, full realization of the potential advantage of
TDM techniques will require the development of very high data rate burst modems in the
range above 500 Mbps.
I -("
2. STATEMENT OF WORK CONSTRAINTS
This section lists the statement of work constraints which are to be satisfied In
the design of the three types of repeaters.
The system constraints of the statement of work are as follows;
2.1 Uplink frequency
2.2 Downlink frequency
2.3 Uplink energy per bit to
noise density ratio Eb/No)
2.4 Downlink bit error rate (BER)
2.5 Inherent reliability
(assume one spare spacecraft
Ref. Military Handbook 2178)
2.6 Satellite lifetime
2.7 Launch vehicle
2.8 Eclipse operation
2.9 Traffic matrix
2.10 Channel capacities
2.11 RF power channel
2.12 Beacon
27.5 to 30.0 GHz
17.7 to 20.2 GHz
23 dB
10-6
 (no coding)
0.9999
7 yr (operational
Shuttle
Yes (housekeeping •200 W RF)
Interconnection of 10 cities
to satisfy traffic requirements
stated in Table 1-1 (1 Ox 10 switch;
10 antenna beams)
See Table 1-1. Suggested channels:
348 Mb/s, 274 Mb/s, 137 Mb/s
137 Mbps channel ' 1 W
274 Mbps channel = 1.75 W
348 Mbps channel . 3.0 W
(Power at antenna port; includes
10 dB of rain margin)
Required; global coverage,
r 20 dBm at antenna port, coherent
Z-1
l2.13 Spacecraft received power
2.14 Spacecraft receive/transmit
antenna
2.13 Modulation
2.16 Earth station G/T
2.17 Spacecraft GIT
2.18 Spurious signals
2.23 Carrier signal power
limiting
-70 to -100 dBW (at antenna port)
Separate 0 4 ft dia max)
QPSK
v39 dB
w 30 dB
-30 dB within downlink channel
-30 dB 14 to 30 GHz (ref. to
lowest channel power)
-50 dB (ref. to lowest channel
power)
3S x 10-6
-30 dB
Apportion total interference,
distortion, and gain and phase
characteristics^ system so as to
obtain BER -10 with a
received	 No ar 13 dB
(earth station)
Provision for uplink signal
amplitude equalization for signals
arriving to spacecraft from
different uplink transmitters.
2.19 Harmonic signals
2.20 Local oscillator stability
2.21 Input/output isolation
2.22 Distortion
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l3. COMMON TRANSPONDER DESIGN FEATURES
A number of design features are common to all three types of transpos:cn >. This
section of the report describes these common features.
3.1 RECEIVER FRONT END DESIGN
The original design chosen for this study was an image dement mixer,
because of design simplicity. This design has a noise figure between 3.0 and 3.3 dB and
cannot be expected to improve. A GaAs FET preamplifier can be expected to achieve a
4.3 dB noise figure based on projected data, and promises improved performance as
better devices become available. This final report is based, therefore, upon the use of a
low noise preamplifier instead of an image enhancement mixer. Impact of this change on
repeater weight and power is negligible
The receiver front end design %hich is described in this section includes only the
preamplifier, the down-eversion mixer, and the first local oscillator multiplier chain.
This circuitry is common to all three transponders and is a subassembly of the repeater
receivers for all transponders. Individual differences in the balance of the receiver
design are described in Sections 4 through 6 of this report. Figure 3-1 is a block diagram
of the receiver low noise front end. The preamplifier consists of four identical GaAs	 !
FET low noise amplifiers on substrates mounted in a WR-28 waveguide housing. The
mixer is also waveguide mounted, and consists of a signal bandpass filter, local oscillator
bandpass filter, mixer diode, and IF bandpass filter. The local oscillator chain multiplies
the local oscillator input at 1.% Ghz to 2'.32 GHz A two-stage amplifier is used to
drive an X6 varactor diode frequency multiplier which is followed by an X2 varactor
diode frequency multiplier.
Note that no bandpass filtering is provided in the signal path except at the mixer
input. The preamplifier is mounted in WR-28 waveguide, which has a waveguide cutoff
frequency of 21.08 GHz. Any transponder transmitter direct leakage will be below , crJt-
off, and a bandpass filter is not required to isolate the preamplifier from transmitter
leakage.
3.1.1 Preamplifier Design
The preamplifier provides low noise amplification with sufficient gain to deter-
mine the transponder noise figure. The first consideration in design is to determine the
number of preamplifier stages required.
4-1
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The total receiver noise figure, NF, is given by
F -1 (Gn-1 -1 	 F
NF = L.+10 log10 IFP +	 + 	 (1)Gn-1 (G-1)	 G 
where F is the noise factor of each preamplifier stage, G is the power gain of each
stage, n pis the number of stages, F is the noise factor of the down conversion mixer,
and Li
 is the loss in dB of the isolVor at the preamplifier input. The assumptions are
that each preamplifier stage is nearly identical and that noise contributions after the
mixer are included in the mixer noise factor.
Figure 3-2 is a family of curves which show receiver noise figure as a function of
number of stages with preamplifier stage gain and noise figures as parameters. A noise
figure of 8.5 dB (noise factor of 7.08) is used for the down-conversion mixer and the fol-
lowing IF stages. The mixer noise figure is based on a 6 dB conversion loss and a 2.5 dB
IF noise figure. Isolator insertion loss is 0.2 dB.
Figure 3-2 indicates that there is little performance advantage in a five-stage
preamplifier. A four-stage preamplifier does show a noticeable performance improve-
ment over a three-stage preamplifier, however, particularly for stage gains of 5 dB or
less. For this reason, a four-stage preamplifier has been chosen as the baseline design.
Figure 3-3 shows a two-stage microwave integrated circuit (MIC) GaAs FET MIC
amplifier mounted in WR-28 waveguide. Two coaxial amplifiers of this configuration,
separated by a WR-28 waveguide isolator is provided at both input and output of the
four-stage preamplifier to ensure low VSWR at the interfzces. Figure 3-4 is a photo-
graph of a disassembled single stage K a-band amplifier.
Based on near term expected improvements in the performance of GaAs FET
devices at 27.5 to 30.0 GHz, a single-stage amplifier should have a noise figure of about
3.25 dB and an associated gain of 5 dB at the optimum noise figure impedance match.
Equation (1) gives a receiver noise figure of 4.5 dB for such a device.
3.1.2 Mixer Design
The mixer configuration is shown in Figure 3-5. The input signal is filtered
through a three-section waveguide filter which has a bandwidth of 2.5 GHz. An E plane
tee junction combines the local oscillator and signal and is coupled by a two-step wave-
guide transformer to the mixer diode. An IF bandpass filter filters the output signal.
The local oscillator filter and signal bandpass filter optimize mixer conversion lo-'s.
3.1.3 Local Oscillator Chain
The local oscillator chain multiplies the local oscillator reference frequency of
1.96 GHz to 23.52 GHz. Figure 3-6 is a block diagram of this subassembly. Figure 3-6
also gives a stage-by-stage breakdown of gain and level. Figure 3-6 also shows the
estimated level of un wanted harmnics. Harmonic suppression is performed by narrow-
band, multiple pole filters which follow the 2 multipliers.
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A two-stage transistor amplifier drives the X6 silicon varactor diode frequency
multiplier. This is followed by a three-section bandpass filter and an isolator. This
section of the multiplier is fabricated using a MIC. The final X2 frequency multiplier
uses a GaAs varactor diode mounted in WR-42 waveguide and a six-section waveguide
bandpass filter. Figure 3-7 shows the packaging concept of the local oscillator multi-
plier.
3.2 INPUT AND OUTPUT WAVEGUIDE SELECTION
Because of the very high frequencies and the fact that interconnection length
from the repeater to the satellite feeds may be substantial, tie choice of waveguide is
important. Table 3-1 shows theoretical and practical losses per foot for four types of
waveguide at both the upper and lower frequencies of the transponder transmit and
receive bands.
The WR-42 and WR-51 size waveguides are the possible choices for the transmit
bands. WR-42 has the advantage of being a standard waveguide. However, the WR-42
waveguide has much higher loss and also has a recommended lower operating frequency
of 18.0 GHz, slightly above the 17.7 GHz minimum frequency of the transmit band. The
only problem in using the lower-loss WR-51 waveguide is that adapters will be required in
many cases to connect standard commercial test equipment. The use of WR-51 is
recommended because of its substantially lower loss.
The same argument applies to the choice of receiver waveguide, and the use of
the WR-34 waveguide is recommended.
i
TABLE 3 . 1. WAVEGUIDE CHOICE
Type Band, GHz
Loss/Foot, dB
Theoretical Practical
18 to 26.5 0.140 at 17.7 GHz 0.21 at 17.7 GHz
F
IWAR-42
Common) 0.117 at 20.2 GHz 0.18 at 20.2 GHz
WR•51 15 to 22 0.071 at 17.7 GHz 0.11 at 17.7 GHz
(Special) , I	 0.065 at 20.2 GHz 0.10 at 20.2 GHz
WR-28	 I 26.5 to 40 0.211 at 27.5 GHz 0.32 at 27.5 GHz
(Common) 0.187 at 30 GHz 0.28 at 30 GHz
WR-34 22 to 33 0.127 at 27.5 GHz 0.19 at 27.5 GHz
(Special) 0.120 at 30 GHz 0.18 at 30 GHz
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3.3 REPEATER NOISE TEMPERATURE AND G/T
The statement of work specifies a spacecraft G/T of 30 dB/oK, based upon a
14-foot diameter antenna. The repeater receiver noise figure is 4.5 dB. Figure 3-8
shows the interface between the receiver and satellite and shows the computation of
system noise temperature referenced to the satellite antenna feed. A four-foot
waveguide run is assumed between the satellite antenna and the repeater receiver. Total
system noise temperature is 1053 0K.
 Figure 3-9 is a plot of the system noise
temperature required to achieve a G/T of 30 dB/OK versus antenna gain. The expected
antenna gain of about 57.8 dB is based upon a basic antenna efficiency of 55 percent, a
surface tolerance loss of 0.4 dB, and an offset pointing loss of 1 dB. The system noise
temperature required for a 30 dB/OK G/T for this case is 6030K, which is equivalent to a
required repeater noise figure of 2.1 dB. The G/T with a transponder receiver noise
figure of 4.5 dB is 27.6 dB/OK.
 The specified G/T of 30 dB/OK does not appear to be
achievable with current technology.
3.4 FREQUENCY CONVERSION
All three repeater designs require frequency conversion. A dual-frequency
conversion scheme is required for the TDM and TDM/FDM transponders since the micro-
wave switch matrix implementation is not practical at the repeater output frequency
range. Single conversion is also undesirable for the FDM, since low side conversion
results in the second harmonic of the local oscillator appearing at 19.6 GHz in the output
frequency band. A further constraint in the frequency conversion process is to avoid
inversion of the frequency spectrum in the repeater.
Figure 3-10 shows three possible frequency conversion plans and Table 3-2 com-
pares these plans. The third plan has been selected as the baseline frequency conversion
scheme for all repeaters. This plan has the further advantage of using a common, local
oscillator source for both the down-conversion and up-conversion local oscillator fre-
quency multipliers, as shown in Figure 3-11.
Final local oscillator frequency multiplication is included as part of the mixer
package in all repeaters, since it was considered impractical to route the final local
oscillator frequencies without excessive cable loss or bulky waveguide interconnects.
3.5 LOCAL OSCILLATOR SOURCE DESIGN
Figure 3-12 is a block diagram of the local oscillator source. The crystal oscil-
lator frequency is set relatively high to reduce the frequency multiplication ratio. This
also reduces the phase noise generated in the local oscillator frequency multiplier
chain. The crystal oscillator is housed in a temperature-controlled enclosure to ensure
good frequency stability. The statement of work requires a local oscillator stability of
x 10-6. This degree of stability can be met with the baseline design with temperature
control of the crystal oscillator.
The crystal oscillator is frequency-multiplied by 16 in two cascaded X4 fre-
quency multipliers. Each X4 multiplier stage is followed by a bandpass filter which
attenuates undesired harmonics generated in the multipliers.
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TABLE 3.2. COMPARISON OF NONINVERTING FREQUENCY PLANS
Plan Input Spurs Output Spurs Other
Noninverting, 4X LO - 3X signal 2X LO - 2X signal, 2X LO in receive band
4.9 GHz IF 3X signal
Double inversion 5X Signal - 4X LO 5X LO - 2X signal, Higher frequency LO signals
3X signal require more power	 J
Noninverting, 4X LO - 3X signal 2X LO - 2X signal,
5.23 GHz IF 3X signal
NO INVERSIONS, IF CENTER FREQUENCY 4.9 OHS
27.6101_i2^	 17.7 TO
30 ON:	 20.2 ON2
23.05 ON:	 14.05 ONE
TWO INVERSIONS, IF CENTER FREQUENCY 42 ONs
3.65 TO
27.5 TO	 6.15ONZ	 17.7 TO
30 GHz	 20.2 GNz
33.65 GN:	 23.65 ON:
NO INVERSIONS, IF CENTER FREQUENCY 6.2 OHS
3.96 TO
27.5 TO6.46 ONE	 17.7 TO
30 ONE --I	 20.2 GNz
23.52 ON:	 13.72 ONz
FIGURE 3. 10. NONINVERTING DOUBLE
CONVERSION FREQUENCY PLANS
27.5 TO	 17.7 TO
30 ONE +	 3.119 TO 6.40 ONE	 4	
20.2 GNE
23.52 GNz	 13.72 GNz
X12	 X7
MULTIPLIER	 MULTIPLIER
COMMON LOCAL
OSCILLATOR SOURCE
27.5 - 17.7fLO•^•^ -1.96 GNz
12-7
FIGURE 3-11. UPCONVERTER AND
DOWNCO14VERTER CONCEPT
The 1.96 GHz output of the X16 multiplier is then amplified and power split by a
power divider. The number of power-divided outputs at this point is a function of the
repeater type as shown by the table in Figure 3 - 12. The signal is then amplified again
and power split by a four -way power divider. The local oscillator source provides 32 out-
puts for the FDA1 repeater, 36 outputs for the TDM repeater, and 42 outputs for the
FDM/TDM repeater.
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FIGURE 3. 12. LOCAL OSCILLATOR SOURCE BLOCK DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 3. 13. LOCAL OSCILLATOR/RECEIVER
REDUNDANCY CONCEPT
3.6 LOCAL OSCILLATOR REDUNDANCY
Figure 3-13 shows the local oscillator and receiver redundancy concept. Either
one of the two local oscillator sources can be selected to supply either of the two redun-
dant receivers. Coaxial transfer switches are provided for each output of the local oscil-
lator source. Both local oscillator sources always have do power on so that individual
outputs can be selected independently to achieve maximum redundancy.
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3.7 THERMAL DESIGN CONSIDERATION
3.7.1 Summar
A thermal study was performed to assess the feasibility of integrating a 30/20
GHz transponder system onto typical communications satellites. The approach taken in
this study was to consider various thermal design approaches from a system
(macroscopic) level. Thermal integration of the following three transponder
configuration was considered: ( 1) FDM; (2) TDM; and (3) FDM/TDM hybrid. The
communications satellite configurations considered for the application mere ( 1) 3-axis
stabilized configuration (Figure 3. 14) and (2) spin stabilized configuration (Figure 3-14).
Both the three-axis and spinner configuration are currently being utilized for
geosynchronous communications.
Results of the study indicate the thermal feasibility of integrating a 30/20 GHz
transponder system onto the above mentioned communications satellite configurations.
A summary of the feasibility study is shown in Table 3-3. In regards to the thermal
design three basic thermal control elements are required in order to achieve feasibility.
The first basic thermal control element required is a radiator of enough area to eject the
heat from the transponder. The second element is a temperature regulation device. It
will maintain the temperature of the transponder within operating limits, since the heat
dissipation has a large variation created by its operating modes. The third element is a
device consisting of conduction doublers or heat pipes used to dissipate the heat locally
from under the TWT or SSPA. This would maintain the unit temperature within required
operating limits.
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TABLE 3.3. THERMAL CONTROL FEASIBILITY SUMMARY
Desired
Heat	 Bulk	 Heat I Radiator	 Transponder
Dissipation Temperature 	 Raiect	 Area	 Temperature	 Unit
Range,	 Range,	 Tech,	 Required Regulation	 Thermal
COW iguration	 W	 of	 0/A, W/ft2	 ft2	 Required?	 Control
- -
-4-
'	 14 It diameter 440 to 1300 8r to 0011) Indirect	 81	 Yes —	 Conduction
spinner	 gMAX2.5
	
18 W/h2	heater at	 doublers
max.	 270 W min.
Three-axis
	
440 to 1300 80 to 50	 Direct 2
	
42	 Yes —
29 W/ft	 Options
MAX.	 Heater at	 Doubler
496 W min'.
Louvers"	 Doubler
Heat pipe	 Heat pipe
TO
14 ft diameter 194 ro 588 90 to 800) Indirect	 j 30	 Yes —	 Conduction
spinner	 GMAX . 2.9	 19 W/ft2	(Unit size Heaters at 	 doublers
1	 Max.	 i dictates) 	 104 W min'
Three-axis
	
194 to 568 90 to 50	 Direct	 18	 Yes —
31 W/ft2	 Options
Max.	 Meaters at	 Doubler
194 W min'
Louvers"	 Doubler
_ Most pipe	 Most pipe
TDM/FDM
14 It diameter 	 290 to 713 80 to 80111 Indirect	 45	 Yes	 Conduction
i spinner	 GMAX
 
2.5	 18 W/ft 2	(Unit size Heaters at 	 doublers
Max.	 dictates) 158 W min'
Three-axis
	
290 to 713 80 to 50	 Direct	 25	 Yes —
29 W/ft2	Options
max.	 Heaters at	 Doublers
290 W min'
Louvers"	 Doublers
Heat pipe	 Heat pope
'Uses of available power when minimum A  configuration is used.
"Radiator area required increases tW factor of 2.
O )Preeclipse
3.7.2 Considerations for Thermal Feasibility
The following considerations are necessary ingredients on a systems level to
obtain thermal feasibility.
Environment
The external environment in which the transponder is exposed depends upon the
satellite configuration and the orbital environment of the satellite. For this study the
three-axis and spinner configurations were investigated. In addition, the orbital
<_1.
i
J
environment %as assumed to be a geosynchroflous equatorial orbit. In a gewsynchronous
orbit a three-axis satellite will have its antenna pointed toward earth as shown in Figure
3-14. The indicators are usually located on the north and south-pointing faces to min-
TABLE 3.4. THERMAL HEAT DISSIPATION
FOM CONFIGURATION
Solid-state high power amplifier transponder
• High power mode 0 + 20 W at 2.0 W RF Output
• Low power mode 0 n S W at 0.2 W RF output
Operating modes
• Number operating: 114 channels
• Modes —Max 0 condition: 00-channels high power
54-channels low power
Min 0 condition: 114-channels low power
Total heat dissipation
Number Channels
0 n Heat Dissipation, W
24 at High Power,'
Component Operating 16 at Low Power 40 at Low Power
Traveling wave tube amplifier 40 1134 VA
Receivers 10 70 70
Insertion losses at 2.05 dS 98 7
Total 0 1300 441
TABLE 3.5. THERMAL HEAT DISSIPATION
TDM CONFIGURATION
Traveling wave tube amplifier
• Hr9h power mode 0 - B5 W at 25 W RF output
• Low power mode 0 • 11.5 W at 2.5 W R F output
Operating modes
• Number operating: 10 channels
• Modes -14a% 0 condition: "tarnel high power
4-channel low power
—Min 0 condition: • 0-channel low power
Total host dissrpatson
• Heat Diisrpatson, W
Nsrmbe# Channels l3 at H.gh Power
Component Operating 4 at Low Power 10.31 Low Power
Traveling wave tube amplifier 10 436 115
Receive# s 10 70
Insertion losses at 25 dB 'rJ 9
Total 0 5" 194
-1:
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imize solar exposure. The maximum sure angle relative to the radiation is 23.3 0 during
the solstice seasons. The rest of the satellite body 13 insulated to minimize solar heat
input and radiation to space. On a spinner configuration, tM ► antenna is also pointed
to!!'r: d earth with the satellite spin axis along a north/south i; .w. The soiar excursion
angle, as shown in Figure 3-14, is a 3.30 angle with the sun vect x perpendicular to the
spin axis at equinox. With this attitude relative to the sun vector, the solar panel with
its radiation properties provides a rather benign "room temperature" cnvironment for the
transponder. The primary heat rejection for the transponder is providA by a radiator
located on the forward end of the satellite, as shown in Figure 3-14.
The internal environment of the transporter is also an important
o  
dealggn
c nsideration. Fundamentally, the heat dissipation dictates the area required for tc
heat re*tion radiator in ,addition to the physical layout of the transponder units. The
heat dissipation is a function of the Inherent characteristic of the unit and the operating
mode in which the transponder is exercised. The thermal heat dissipation and
corresponding operating modes assumed for this study are shown in the following tables.
Table 3-4 shows the FDM configuration, Table 3-5 the FDM configuration, and Table 3-6
the hybrid configuration.
TABLE 3.6. THERMAL HEAT DISSIPATION
FDM/TDM CONFIGURATION
Ttaveling wave tube transponder - TOM
• High power mode O . 30 W at 10 W RF output
• Low poorer mode 0 . 6W at 1 W R F output
Solid-state high power a11 1plifier -- FDM
• High power mode 0 . 40 W at 4 W RF output
• Low power mode 0 . 9.6 W at 0.4 W R F output
wing erodes
,M Number channels operating at TOM: 10
FDM: 16
• Modes — Max 0 condition TOM: Sch&nrwl high power. Sdchvv el low power
FDM: 94hannel high proper. 7-Channel low poorer
— Min 0 condition TOM: 10-chww* low power
FDM: 16-rhannal low power
Number Channels CI a Most Dimon ion. W
Component	 I	 Operating	 I	 Max 0 Min 0
TOM
• Traveling wave tube amplitie•
• Inwroron boss's
FD44
• SWid-siste high power amool-er
• Inwiloon losses
	 i
Reamer
Totai 0
10	 i	 180	 80
21 4
16	 427 1$4
15 2
10	 (	 70 70
713 290
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Indirect radiator
•	 Heat rejection capability 10 to 20 W!ft 2
• Typical spinner spacecraft
RADIATOR
ELECTRONICS
SHELF
'BULK
Temperature Requirements
In order to fabricate a viable thermal design, transponder unit temperature goals
must be established. Table 3-7 gives an indication of typical unit temperature goals.
Since this study was based on a systems level approach, these unit temperatures were
translated into an overall unit mounting shelf (bulk) temperature. The bulk temperatures
selected were based on past experience. They differ slightly, depending on satellite con-
figuration and whether the transponder has TWTs or SSPA, as shown in Table 3-3.
Transponder Arrangement
The physical arrangement of the transponder is a thermal design consideration.
It must provide enough local area on the mounting shelf to dissipate the heat away from
each unit. Obviously this may affect the minimization of RF loss in waveguides or
coax. An exact tradeoff of thermal control weight and RF loss can only be accomplished
in a detailed design study. Consequently it was not addressed in this study.
Heat Rejection Techniques
The heat that is dissipated by the transponder unit must be rejecteu to space in
order to maintain proper temperatures. On a systems level there are two fundamental
TABLE 3-7. THERMAL REQUIREMENTS ON MAJOR
TRANSPONDER COMPONENTS
Temperature Design Goals, of
Component	 Minimum I Maximum
Traveling wave tube collector	 20	 150
Electronic power converter 	 0	 110
Solid-state high power amplifier 	 20	 113
Receivers	 60	 121
Output Filters
	 20	 130
TABLE 3-8. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THERMAL FEASIBILITY
^^	
HEAT REJECTION TECHNIQUES
Systl	 em level (bulk)	 OTO SPACE
Direct radiator RADIATOR AND
i	 •	 Heat rejection capability 20 to 30 iN'ft 2	 ELECTRONICSSHELF
•	 Typical three-axis spacecraft 	 TBULK
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approaches, as shown in Table 3-8. In the direct radiator approach, the units reject their
heat directly to space. This is the more efficient approach because it requires less radi-
ator area. This method is commonly used on the three-axis configuration shown in Figure
3-14. However, the direct radiator is sensitive to external and internal environmental
changes from a temperature standpoint.
The indirect radiator approach shown in Table 3-8 is commonly used in the
spinner configuration. An intermediate media between the unit mounting shelf and the
radiator makes this approach less efficient. However, the unit temperature swing is less
severe, since it is dampened by the media.
Once a radiator approach is selected, most likely from the satellite config-
urations, the reduction of the hot spot under the unit must be considered. Two
approaches to reduction were considered in the i study.
The first was a conduction doubler. The conduction doubler is a plate of
adequate thickness under the unit which acts as a conduction fin to dissipate unit heat.
The advantages of a conduction doubler are (1) reliability, (2) passivity, and (3)
simplicity. The disadvantage is weight compared to heat pipes for units that dissipate
more than 100 watts.
The second approach uses heat pipes to dissipate unit heat. Their advantage is
high thermal conductivity. With variable conductance heat pipes the transponder unit
can be maintained at a relatively constant temperature, although heat dissipation may
vary as a function of operating mode. The disadvantage is the complex integration of
heat pipes as opposed to the simplicity of a conduction doubler.
Temperature Regulation Devices
The transponders ability to operate in a high or low power mode can produce a
large swing in heat dissipation. It is necessary to compensate for this swing by means of
a temperature regulation device. Under consideration are the three devices shown in
Table 3-9. A temperature regulation device is also required to prevent violation of the
lower temperature limit of the transponder units.
The first device consists of resistance heaters which compensate for lowered dis-
sipation. This device is low in cost and weight. There is satellite power available since
the heaters compensate for the reduction in power required for the transponder.
The second device consists of shield louvers on the radiator. The blades of the
louvers open or close as a function of temperature. The closing of the blades decreases
the heat ejection capability of the radiator. Louvers are usually used on direct radiator
applications such as the three-axis satellite configuration. Because of the mechanical
actuation of the blades, reliability becomes a design parameter. In addition, the radiator
area must be approximately doubled because the radiator with shielded louvers behaves
like a indirect radiator. A shield must be provided over the louver blade assembly in
order to prevent sunlight from entering the assembly.
The third device uses variable conductance heat pipes to regulate heat dissi-
pation. The condenser length of the heat pipe that controls the amount of heat ejected
by the radiator varies by means of a feedback loop to the transponder temperature. A
synopsis of the advantages and disadvantages of these three temperature regulation
devices is shown in Table 3-9.
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TABLE 3.9. TEMPERATURE REGULATION DEVICES
• To maintain temperature within desired range with large heat dissipation swing
Make-Up Heaters Shielded Louvers Variable Conductance Heat Pipes
Function Maintain near thermal Decouple radiators from space Conduct unit thermal dissipation to
dissipation as temperature drops radiators and reduce radiator area
as power dissipation decreases
Primary use To keep available solar Medium low power density High power density applications in
panel power in temperature regulation place of thermal doublers
satellite
Advantages Least costly method of Simple; reliable; easily adapted Combines high thermal conduc-
temperature regulation: to design; decouples power and tivity with temperature regulation
power available in low thermal; 0.10 Ib/W regulation
power modes
Disadvantages Makes thermal control Must be shielded so maximum Complex integration into satellite
dependent on power radiation capability = 14 W/ft 2 structural design
system and switching
logic
3.7.3 Thermal Performance
The systems level (bulk) performance of the transponder configurations (FDM,
TDM, and hybrid) were considered for a three-axis and a spinner satellite configuration.
The thermal performance was based on the bulk temperature of a shelf in which trans-
ponders are typically mounted as a function of heat dissipation (watts) per square foot of
shelf area. For the three-axis configuration, because the shelf and radiator (direct) are
physically the same, a determination of the radiator area required can be accomplished
for given heat dissipations. For the spinner the radiator area is fixed as shown in Figure
3-15a and only a variation in shelf area as a function of heat dissipation can be deter-
mined. The maximum shelf area for this particular spinner configuration is the diameter
of the solar 
T, (14 feet). In reference to Figure 3-15a, the crosshatched area between60OF and 90 F represents the desired boundaries of bulk temperature. By sizing the shelf
area to accommodate the maximum heat dissipation at the high power mode of the FDM
transponder configuration, the low power mode heat dissipation violates the lower bulk
limit of 600F. Consequently, make-up heaters or a similar temperature regulation device
would be required. The reason for the 60OF low temperature limit is that during an
equinox eclipse of 72 minutes the transponder unit will cool, changing temperature by as
much as 40oF, as shown in Figure 3-15a. In order to maintain minimum transponder unit
temperatures above the required temperature limit, a minimum of 60OF prior to the
eciipse is required. The conclusive performance curves for the TDM and the hybrid are
shown in Figures 3-15b and 3-15c, respectively. It should be noted that the upper bulk
temperature limit for the TDM transponder configuration is 90OF rather than 800F,
because the TWT transponder can tolerate higher temperatures than the SSPA
transponder.
For the three-axis satellite configuration the thermal performance is also
generalized by temperature characteristics of the radiator/transponder shelf as a func-
tion of heat dissipation density. The FDM transponder configuration thermal perfor-
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mance is shown in Figure 3-16a. in the spinner configuration, the transponder
temperature range is established as shown in Figure 3-16a. Because of the large heat
dissipation swing of the transponder from high power to low power, a temperature regu-
lation device is required. The viable temperature regulation devices are heaters, louvers,
and heat pipes. The performance profiles for the TDM and hybrid are shown in Figures 3-
16b and 3-16c, respectively.
x
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4. FDM REPEATER DESIGN
This section of the report describes the design trades, the baseline design of the
FDM repeater, and the performance parameters of the FDM transponder:
4.1 TRANSPONDER DESIGN TRADES
Table 4-1 lists the major constraints which influence the design of the FDM
repeater. The traffic matrix shown in Table 4-2 and the modulation format must be
considered in determining channel bandwidth and interconnection of channels. The RF
power per channel requirement determines the output power level of the power
amplifiers used in the repeater. Degradation of BER relative to the theoretical due to
repeater linear and nonlinear distortion must be considered in selecting channel
bandwidth, design of the individual channels, the number of channels per power amplifier,
and the degree of power amplifier backoff.
A dual-mode high power amplifier (HPA) is required to provide 10 dB of link
margin for conditions of heavy rainfall attenuation on the downlink. A repeater beacon
transmitter is also required by the statement of work and the frequency of this
transmitter must be coherent with the repeater local oscillator.
4. 1.1 Repeater Channelization Trade
The FDM repeater basic design concept is shown in Figure 4-1. The repeater
receives signals from and transmits signals to ten spatially isolated nodes cities. Spatial
isolation permits frequency reuse on all nodes. The number of channels provided for each
node is a function of the amount of data originating from or terminating at the particular
node. Table 4-2 gives a breakdown of the data originating from and terminating at the
ten nodes.
The channel capacities suggested in the study statement of work are 137 Mbps,
274 tilbps, and 548 Mbps. The modulation format is specified to be QPSK. The symbol
rates are therefore one-half of the data rate. A basic channel bandwidth of 137 MHz is
compatible with a data rate up to 200 Mbps, as discussed in 4.3.3.
Two approaches were considered in determining the FDM repeater
channelization. One uses three different channel bandwidths, 137 MHz, 274 MHz, and
548 MHz. The other uses only a 137 MHz channel bandwidth. Table 4-3 the
channel bandwidth allocations for the nonuniform channel bandwidth configuration, and
Table 4-4 shows the channel allocations for the single bandwidth ca , . In Table 4-3 the
channel bandwidth allocated to a particular city to city link is sized to accommodate thy,
4-1
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TABLE 4-1. FDM REPEATER SYSTEM
CONSTRAINTS
F
J=` Statement of Work
Traffic matrix
RF powerlchannel
Modulation format
Repeater noise temperature extrapolation
G/T
Antenna diameter
_^41 Repeater BER degradation ailocation
Dual mode high power amplifier
. Transponder beacon
Auxiliary
NASA-LeRC link budgets
TABLE 4.2. TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION BY COMMUNITY
OF INTEREST BY CITY
Terminating
Mbpc
Mhps
:Ori inatin
Y
2 j A
c
3:0
 
O S
d ..
Q 1- 6
New York 578 574 231 274 196 213 158 156 120 2500
Chicago 578 403 162 145 142 152 128 .107 89 1906
Los Angeles 574 403 286 141 166 179 121 107 114 2090
San Francisco 231 162 286 57 65 70 49 42 45 1006
Washington, DC 274 145 140 56 48 531 39 40 29 827
Dallas 196 143 1661 65 49 78 41 40 36 811
Houston 213 152 179 70 53 78 44 44 37 870
Minn. StPaul 158 128 121 49 39 41 44 29 28 637
Atlanta 156 107 101 42 40 39 44 29 1	 23 588
1
Denver 120 88 114 45 29 36 37 28 231 521
Total 2500 1906 2090 1006 827 811 8701 637 588 521
Terminating
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FIGURE 4.1. FDM REPEATER CONCEPT
data rate required for that link. In Table 4-4 the number of 137 MHz channels allocated
to a particular link is determined by the data rate. Both configurations provide the same
data capacity for each link and both meet the traffic distribution requirements.
Table 4-5 is a comparison of the features of the two configurations. The most
significant difference is that the nonuniform configuration requites three different high
power amplifier configurations, which significantly increases the cost of this design.
Technical risk of this design is also considered to be much greater since high power
amplifier design is often a problem area. The uniform channelization configuration has
been chosen for the baseline design for these reasons.
Figure 4-2 shows the FDM repeater baseline channel assignment for the uniform
channel bandwidth configuration. Note that all cities requiring only nine channels use
only the alternate channels. The reason for this will be discussed in Paragraph 4.1.2.
4.1.2 Dual Polarization and ;Multiplexing Requirements
The design of the FDM repeater is dictated by the data rate requirements of
New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago. New York uses 18 channels, each having a !37
^1%1Hz bandwidth, resulting in a total bandwidth of 2466 ;%IHz. r`:viously very little
spectrum is left for a guard band between channels. This poses a severe input spectrum
multiplexing requirement, since a channel bandwidth )L' at least 137 XlHz is desired to
provide for data rates up to 196 %%bps.
Figure 4-3 illustrates the basic parameters of the demultiplexer design. For
contiguous bandpass filters the crossover level is 3 dB. However, contiguous bandpass
filters are generally limited to a relatively small number of channels and present
formidable design problems for the 18-channel multiplexer required for the New York
application.
Two typical multiplexer concepts are shown in Figure 4 -4. In Figure 4-4a,
energy enters the common waveguide manifold from the left and is coupled through a
directional slot into a filter composed of several cascaded circular resonators. Energy
within the passband of filter F1 is coupled into that filter. Energ y outside the passband
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TABLE 4 . 3. FDM REPEATER NONUNIFORM CHANNEL ALLUCATION
NOMINAL CHANNEL BANDWIDTH, MHz
To
From Z
>'
L) -11
qq
x
U.
o
3 O =
=
cd
:1in
_
Q C
Q
A
LL
Z
New York 548 548 274 274 137 274 137 137 137 9
Chicago 548 548 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 9
Los Angeles 548 548 ^ 274 137 137 137 137 137 137 9
San Francisco 274 137 ' 274 137 137 137 137 137 137 9
Washington, DC 274 137 137 137 L 137 137 137 137 137 9
Dallas 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 9
Houston 274 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 9
Minneapolis, St Paul 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 9
Atlanta 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 9
Denver 137 137 137 1 137 137 137 137 137 1 137 1	 9
No. Filters Rqd 1
	9 1	 91 91 9 9 9 0 9 1	 9 9190
TABLE 4 .4. FDM REPEATER UNIFORM CHANNEL ALLOCATION
DEDICATED BANDS, 137 MHz
To
From 2 U
N
-.1
o
^
0
Up
t
3 0 I 05 Q 0
^
v
Z
New York 4 4 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 18
Chicago 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14
Los Angeles 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 15
f	 Sari Francisco 2 1 2 1 1 I	 1 1 1 1 11
Washington, DC 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10
Dallas 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9
Houston 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10
Minneapol i s St Paul 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9
Atlanta 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9
Denver 1 t 1 1 1 1 ! 1 9
No. F I . vra Rqd. 1	 18 14 15 11 1	 10 1	 9 10 9 9 9 114
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TABLE 4.5, FDM REPEATER CHANNELIZATION COMPARISON
Uniform Channellzatlon
1137 MHO
Nonuniform Chanellzatlon
1137. 274, 548 MHz1
Earth station Impact , Requires 114 total uplink Requires 80 total uplink
and downlink carrier channels, and downlink carrier channels
more uniform design
Repeater Impact
Multiplexer design More difficult
Power amplifier Implementation Same design for all nodes Requires three different
power amplifier configurations
Transponder weight and power 51"o greater
Nonrecurring cost 40% greater
Recurring cost 10% greater
Technical risk Much greater
FROM TO
NEW YORK CMI L CHI CHI LA lA LA LA SF Bf OC 01114 H011 HOU DAL ATL DC MW
CHICAGO LA LA LA Sf NV NV NV NV OC OAL M=P NOU ATL nD6
LOS ANGELES N O ATL nM91' DEN
SAN
FRANCISCO OEN CHI NV NV LA DC DAL ATL HOU MS/ LA
WASHINGTON,
DC HOU MSP OEN LA NY NV CHI DAL Si (AT L)
DALLAS DEN ATL nOC nMS CHI HOU NV Si nLA
HOUSTON SF OEN ATL DC CHI pAL Lq NY MSP n41
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FIGURE •3.2. FDM REPEATER BASELINE CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT
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of filter F  is reflected and continues on to filter F2, and so on. This type of rAtiplexer
_1cuse l_wbete damnet-bandwidth is small, and low, newly oaf hmnion " is desired
for all channels. The circulator-coupled filter siwwn in 0igure 4-0 is a simpler design,
and is used when bw and equal Insertion bas in each channel is unimportant. The three-
part circulator acts to direct energy within a filter passband into the filter &W couples
reflected energy outside a filter pfd to succeeding filters. Insertion km of this
multiplexer is substantially greater for the nth filter when compared to the first filter,
sieve the erergy arriving at the nth filter must propagate through n-1 circulaws.
1 In both mudtiplew. typM filter Fl, affects an side of the paw band response of
/"filter M and F2 affects am side of the passband response of filter F3, eta These
effects can be eonnpresate A fairly easily in desifn it the crossover level indicated in
Figure 4-2 is at least 10 dB.
Figure 4-3 shows a channel spacing, S, between the panbands of adjacent
filters. This spacing is a function of the filter bandwidth at the crossover level, Sc, and
the filter passlmw4 S. S is related to Sc by
S = 2(Bc/B-1)
The total bandwidth in an n-channel multiplexer that lies within the passband of
all the channel filters is a function of S. The ratio (R) of this band-.. -idth to the total
spectrum bandwidth is a function of S, which is in turn a function B and S c. The
relation is
^` % J}	 R -	 1
1.2 (Bc/5-1)
`This relation is plotted in Figure 4-5 as a function of the number of poles of each channel
filter for both 0.01 and 0. 1 dS ripple Chebyshev filters. These are typical of the filters
used in this type of application. The adjacent charnel crossover used in deriving Figure
4-5 is 10 dS.
It is dear from inspection of Figure 4-3 that a large number of poles are
required to achieve a high ratio of usable bandwidth. For example. a 10-pole 0.1 dB
ripple filter provides a total usable bandwidth of 21.975 (;Hz, or 122 %lHz per channel in
ft case of %ew York.
The previous discussion illustrates the difficulty and complexity of providing
channel filters with nearly contigu" paste for the high data rate cities. An
ifternate solution that would greatly simplify the multiplexing problem is to split the
uplink and downlink spectrums into odd and even channels. using orthogonal linear or
orthogonal circular polarizations to isolate these channels. This approach permits a
substantial relaxation in the channel filter requirement!, and also permits lull utilization
of channel bandwidth. Polarization isolation typical!) is at least 20 dR. which reduces
adjacent channel interference to a second-order design consideration.
The p-nalty for using dual polarization is that two receivers are required for
each node of the transponder which ,uses dual polarization. As shown in Figure U -2. six
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TABU 44 COWARISM OF ROM TRANSPANOGN
WITH AND VPTNOUT DUAL POLARIZATIONS
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cities use dual polarization Mlle four do not require it. Twelve receivers mot be added
for a fully redundant system. The number of channel filters required is not affected by
the use of dual polarization. Each node which uses dual polartratw- must provfde alt
orthomode tranedum to gate orthogonal linear polarizations. N ordwSonal circular
,polarizations are requl% a drevlac ^xizer mot be added. These eormponenu are a
xeryy minor penalty since they are simtpk and wary iow.loss. Dual polarization of the
FDM repeater output a also necessary in order to preserve the isolation between
alternating odd and even dw= is. This requirement has no significant impact on
circuit design except when a eomrnon amplifier is used to amplify all MdividuW
channels for any rode. It will be shown in 4.1.4 that this .particular design is
undesirable.
Table 4.6 presents a tradeoff summary, comparing features of the FDlll repeater
with and without the use of dual polarizations. The system+ weWa is slightly loss and flee
amount of dc power required slightly greater with dusi polarization. The dmwmd
bandwidth available is substantially improved with dual polarization and BER distortion
degradation is less for the dual polarisation system because of the larger filter bandwidth
and the use of fewer poles in the dtannel filters. These advantages are sufficient to
justify the use of dual polarization.
4.1.3 lnDut Circuit Trades
The remaining tradeoff to be considered in input circuit design is the frequency
at which the input signal spectrum is separated into the individual FDM channels. Three
possible design concepts are illustrated in Figure 4-6.
Each of the concepts in Figures 44a and 446 has a significant penalty. Both
require a large number of local oscillator signals, equal to or greater than the total
number of 114 individual FDM channels.
The design concept of Figure 4-ft uses single conversion in the repeater, which
requires at least two different local oscillato r frequencies in order to avoid interference
problems due to the secwW harmonic of the local oscillator frequency. The advantage of
this concept is that the local oscillator frequencies are lower anus thus require less
frequency multiplication.
i
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FIGURE 4-6. FDM REPEATER CHANNELIZATION ALTERNATES
The advantage of the concept in Figure 4-6b is that the interconnect is at IF and
can be implemented with cables rather than waveguide. However, the multiplexer is at
IF and the resonators are much larger compared to the resonators at 20 GHz. i
The only disadvantage of the design concept of Figure 4-6c is that the
interconnect must be implemented in waveguide. The 20 GHz multiplexers are much
smaller and lighter than IF multiplexers and have lower loss than a 30 GHz multiplexer.
The design concept of Figure 4-6c has been chosen for the baseline design.
I 
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TABLE 4 . 7, POSSIBLE FDM OUTPUT CIRCUIT CONCEPTS
—
Concept
Channels/
Amplifier
Power
Amplifiers Required
(Without Redundancy)
Amplifier
Saturated
Power, W
Amplifier
Backoff. dB DualPolarization
OutputInput Output
1 18 6 150 12 7 No
4 75 12 7
2 9 16 75 12 7 Yes
3 3 40 10 615 2.5 Yes
4 1 -114 2 0 0 Yes
4.1.4 Output Circuit Design Trades
The major tradeoff issue in output circuit design is to determine the number of
channels ,per output amplifier. The primary comparison criteria are weight and power
required. Performance comparison is based principally on BER degradation. This can be
made approximately the same for each design compared by using a sufficiently large
power amplifier backoff, which does have significant impact on power required.
Consequently, performance will not be considered directly in the comparison criteria.
Table 4-7 gives the basic parameters of four possible output circuit designs. The
first of these concepts was dropped from further consideration because of the 150 watt
saturated power capability required for six nodes, and the fact that more stringent
requirements would be imposed on the input circuit channel filters. The remaining three
-design concepts were compared in more detail.
The amplifier saturated power levels given in Table 4-7 for the various
configurations were generated from the statement of work requirement of 1 watt per 137
Mbps channel delivered to the antenna feed. Circuit losses including a 6 foot waveguide
run to the antenna were estimated for each configuration. The power required at the
power amplifier output was then multiplied by the number of channels, increased by the
amount of TWT backoff required, and increased by an additional small loss due to power
lost in intermodulation products. The final result is the saturated power capability of the
power amplifier.
Figure 4-7 shows the implementation of design concept 4 of Table 4-7 for the
New York application. Each channel has a separate solid state power amplifier with a
power output of 2 watts. Two nine- .channel multiplexers, one for the odd channels and
one for the even channels, sum the outputs of the two sets of nine channel amplifiers.
The two multiplexers are essentially identical to the input circuit multiplexers for this
design. An orthomode transducer sums the output of the two multiplexers to produce
ortnogonal linear polarizations for the antenna feed. A solid state trans^ it.t r_•r was
selected for this design concept because of the weight advantage, which more than
offsets the slight power efficiency advantage of a low power TWT.
Figure 4-8 shows the implementation of design concept 3 for the New York
application. The odd and even channel implementations are identical. individual
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CIRCUIT CONCEPT
channels are summed in sequential groups of three, amplified in a 10 watt TWT, and then
multiplexed in a three-channel multiplexer. A summing circuit rather than a multiplexer
is used at the power amplifier input, since channel separation is accomplished in the
demultiplexer of the repeater input circuits. The output multiplexers for this design are
quite different from the input circuit multiplexer, since each filter must pass the
equivalent of five channels instead of one and the guard band between channels is still
only one channel bandwidth. Figure 4-9 shows the frequency relations for the output
multiplexer. Each channel filter has a passband of equal ripple filter bandwidth of 5 x
137 or 685 MHz. Spacing between the band edges of adjacent filters is 137 MHz. The
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table in the lower portion--of Figure 4-9 indicates the number of pole:: re • lu^red for 0.01
dB ripple and 0.1 dB ripple Chebyshev filters. Although a large number of poles are
required, the filter insertion loss is still quite reasonable since the percentage bandwidth
0.5 percent) is relatively high and high Q cylindrical resonators are used. Figure 4-10
shows the implementation of design concept 2 for the New York application. The nine
odd or even channels are summed in a hybrid network and amplified in a 40 watt TWT.
An output multiplexer is not required in this case. A very significant factor in comparing
design concepts 2 and 3 is the amount of TWT backoff required to achieve an acceptable
BER degradation due to TWT intermodulation products. Figures 4-11 and 4-12 are plots
of the results of computer simulations which show BER degradation as a function of TWT
backoff. These results were used to select the TWT backoffs given in Table 4-7. Figure
4-13 shows the TWT nonlinearity model used in the computer simulation. The results of
Figures 4-11 and 4-12 must be considered on a relative basis since the simulation is for
the total system which includes a basic distortion of about 1 dB.
The statement of work constraint on distortion requires that total BER
degradation be such that the E b/No required for 10- BER at the earth station is 15 dB.
This corresponds to a total BE degradation of 4.4 dB. Figure 4-11 shows that the TWT
input backoff must be about 10 dB to achieve this amount of degradation for the nine-
channel-per-amplifier implementation in the worst case center channel. The three-
channel-per-amplifier results of Figure 4-i2 indicate that this level is met at an input
backoff of about 4 dB. At the selected input backoff levels of 12 dB and 6.5 dB for the
nine-channel and three-channel designs, the degradation for the two worst case center
channels is 3.4 and 3.2 dB, respectively.
Table 4-3 compares the power and weight of the three candidate output circuit
concepts. The third column is an estimate of the total weight impact on the spacecraft
and ;ncludes the weight of the solar array and power conditioning equipment to provide
the power required by the FD11 repeater. The power required for the three-channel-per-
amplifier concept is much lower than for the other two concepts and weight is somewhat
less. This concept has been chosen for the baseline design of the FD1vl system.
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TABLE 4 .8. POWER/WEIGHT COMPARISON OF FDM CONCEPTS
J
A
Concept
Transponder
Weight. lb
Transponder
Power. W'
- Spacecraft
Weight Impact". 1h
9 channels amplifier 620 1502 1221
3 channel siamplifier 587 1204 1062
Single channel amplifier 686 1600 1326
'60 channels high power. 54 low power
"Includes spacecraft solar array and power conditioning weight, 0.4 Ib/W
1
4.1.5 Beacon Transmitter Design Considerations
The statement of work requires that a beacon transmitter be provided. Power
level required is +20 dBm at the antenna feed and global coverage- is required. It is
further required that the carrier frequency be coherent with the repeater local oscillator
frequency. No modulation is required on the beacon carrier.
Because the downlink spectrum is fully occupied in the New York case, the
beacon must be located somewhere in the modulated data spectrum. Channel
assignments for other cities are selected to reduce interference, but it is not possible to
eliminate the interference entirely. Two interference problems must be considered in
implementation of the beacon. The first and most important is the effect of the
modulated signals on beacon reception at the earth stations. The second is the effect of
the beacon carrier on data reception at the earth stations. The latter is not expected to
be significant.
It is helpful to select a tentative beacon frequency before the interference
problems are analyzed. A convenient beacon frequency selection is 10 times the
frequency of the local oscillator supplied to the FDM receiver at 1.96 GHz. This
frequency is 19.6 GHz and the two closest FDM channels nominally would be at 20.2 GHz
- 5 x 137 XIHz + 68.5 MHz or 19.5835 GHz and at 20.2 GHz -4 x 137 MHz + 68.5 MHz or
19.7205 GHz. However, some latitude is permitted in selecting channel frequencies since
2.5 GHz is available and 18 x 137 MHz is 34 MHz less than the tota l. available. Therefore
these channels will be located at 19.550 and 19.687 GHz to increase the offset from the
19.6 GHz beacon frequency.
The effective radiated power (ERP) of the beacon carrier is the required +20
dBm of the transmitter plus the beacon antenna gain. The beacon antenna provides
global coverage which is consistent with a peak gain of about 19 dBi. Assuming that the
beacon antenna pattern is centered on the equator, the effective gain over the earth
stat.,m region will be about 18 dBi. ERP-in the direction of the earth stations is then +38
dBm.
The gain of the 14 foot spacecraft antenna is about 56 dBi and the power level
for each channel is l watt. The ERP for the data signal in the direction of the earth
station is +86 dBm, which is 48 dB above the beacon ERP. The data channels are always
modulated. however, and it is the power of the spectrum of the modulated signal in the
vicinity of the beacon frequency that is of concern. Table 4-9 was generated from the
data given in Figure 4-2 and Table 4-2 and shows the various links and data rates by city
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TABLE 4 .9. CITY TO CITY LINKS AND DATA RATES ADJACENT TO BEACON FREQUENCY
f
-Originavng CitV
Destination
City
Carrier
Frequency,
GHz
Data Rate,
Mb s
Power Density
at '.9.&GHz
Relative to
Carrier, d8c/Hz
Discrete Spectral
Lire Power at
19.6 GHz Relative
to Carrier, d8c
New York Houston 19.550 111.5 •96.4- -64.1
New York Dallas 19.687 196 98.1 -63.3
Chicago Denver 19.687 89 '-109.3 -78.0
Los Angeles _ Atlanta 19.550 107 -100.4 •68.3
Sao Francisco Atlanta 19.687 42 -102.8 •74.7
Washington, DC Dallas 19.550 48 -101.9	 = .73.2
Dallas San Francisco 19.687 65 .95.0 ' .65.1
Houston New York 19.550 111.5 •96.4 •64.1
Houston Minneapolis/ 19.687 44 I	 •112.2 -84.0
St Paul
Minneapolis/St Paul Washington, 19.550 39 -91.2 -63.5
DC
Atlanta New York 19.687 156 -98.8 -65.1
Denver San Francisco 19.550 45 -94.2 -65.9
for the channels at 19.555 and 19.687 GHz. Table 4-9 also shows the power density and
discrete spectral line power at 19.6 GHz relative to total data carrier power. Derivation
of the values of these two columns will now be shown.
The power density relative to total carrier power of a carrier QPSK modulated
by an NRZ random data bit sequence of infinite length is given by
Pc	Sin,rfT 2
Power density =
Symbol rate	 nfT	 (1)
.There P,, is carrier power, f is frequency offset from the carrier, and T is symbol
period. This equation is the basis for the power density column of Table 4-9.
Equation 1 represents the envelope of power density as a function of symbol rate
and frequency, f, offset from the carrier. For an infinite sequence of truly random data
bits it represents power density in watts/Hz. For a pseudorandom data sequence of
length n bits which is transmitted repetitively, discrete spectral lines appear which have
a frequency separation, f, given by
Symbol rate
.^ f
n	 (2)
The power of each spectral line relative to total carrier power at any frequency, f, from
the carrier can be derived from the consideration that each spectral line contains the
4-1-;
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total power for a frequency region of of Hertz. For this particular case, the power in
any spectral tine, P r, at a frequency f from the carrier which pis integrally divisible by f
is derived by combining Equations 1 and 2 to give
'Yf	 Pc	 Sin i fT 2
Pr - n	 (3)
where ri is the number of bits in'the sequence.
Digital data is usually formatted in a finite bit length frame with a certain
number of bits repeated in each frame to identify frame occurrence. Common practice
is to divide a frame into a number of words, each having the same number of bits, with
one word for frame synchronization. The remaining words are used- for data and can be
considered essentially random. This format is similar to the previously described
pseudorandom repetitive bit sequence. The difference is that the repetitive sequence is
now one word in m data words and the remaining words are random data bits. Therefore,
Equation 3 is modified by dividing by. the number of words per frame, m, to give the
power of spectral lines caused by the repetitive frame synchronization word, The
?suing expression for the power in any spectral line, 1) S, relative"to carrier power is
PS Il	 Sin nfT	 2
Pc mn n— fT—	(4)
Equation 4 is the basis for the last column of Table 4-9, which gives the power of the
nearest discrete spectral line relative to total data carrier power. Interference levels
will be evaluated based on a conservative assumption of 512 data bits per frame and a
synchronization word length of 3 bits and 63 data words per frame. It was shown
previously that the data ERP relative to beacon ERP is +48 dB. Referring back to Table
4-9, the w•orstcase spectral line interference occurs for - the New York to Dallas and
Nlinneapolis!St. Paul to Washington, D.C. channels and is +4S -63.5, or 15.5 dB below the
beacon carrier.
It is assumed that the primary purpose of the repeater beacon is to monitor the
frequency and quality of the repeater local oscillator. A simple second-order phase lock
receiver at the earth station can recover the beacon carrier even in the presence of
discrete interference if the signal to interference ratio is z 10 dB. However, the
recovered signal may be phase-modulated at a low index at a rate equal to the frequency
separation of the interference and the beacon frequency. This modulation will be very
low and of no consequence if the interfering spectral line lies outside of the tracking loop
response of the earth station phase lock loop. Assuming that the earth station phase lock
receiver single-sided loop m N ise bandwidth is on the order of 1000 Hz and has a damping
ratio of 0.7, the phase lock loop response is 10 dB down at a frequency 1.1 kHz away
from the beacon carrier frequency. In Equation 2 the frequency spacing of the
interfering spectral lines ranges from 63 kHz to 109 kHz for all cases where signal to
interference ratio is less than 20 dB. If interfere ice should become a problem. a smail
change in ground transmitter frequency can be used to avoid the problem. For example,
a shift of l part in 10 will shift the .f requency of the interfering line by 19.6 kHz.
^l
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The purpose of the foregoing discussion has been to establish that the use of the
beacon is not impaired substantially by data interference for the particular beacon
frequency selected. This has been shown to be the case, with the possible reservation
that minor adjustment of earth station data carrier frequencies -might occasionally be
necessary. The ratio of data carrier power to-beacon car-vier power is 43 dB, sufficiently
large that the possibility of beacon interference with data recovery is negligible.
402 FDM REPEATER DESIGN
This section describes the final baseline design of the FDM repeater based on the
design tradeoffs of 4.1.
44.1 Repeater input Circuits
Figure 4-14 is a simplified block diagram of -the FDM repeater baseline design
input circuits. Six of the nodes which receive more than nine channels have a circular
polarizer and an orthomode transducer which separates the received dual polarization
signal into a set of even channels and a set of odd channels. Separate dual conversion
receivers are required to amplify and frequency convert the odd and even channel signals
to the output frequency of 17.7 to'20.2 GHz. Four of the nodes, as shown in-the lower
portion of Figure 4-14, receive a single polarized signal and thus require only one
operational receiver. The outputs of each receiver are separated into individual channels
in an odd or even channel multiplexer. The multiplexer consists of up to nine -channel
filters and phase equalizers isolated from the signal flow by a three -port circulator at
the input of each channel filver.
Redundancy is not shown in Figure 4-14, but each receiver shown on the diagram
is actually a pair of redundant receivers whose inputs and outputs can be selected by
latching circulator switches.	 Insertion loss of the latching circulator input switch is 0.2
dB.	 Each latching switch is driven by an internally redundant driver.	 The channel
separator components are not redundant since they are entirely passive.
2	 AN	 PHASEFILTER	 EQUALIZER►
•
• A
RECEIVER	 •	 SANDPASS	 PHASE
NODE 1	 1S	 FILTER	 EQUALIZER
CIRCULAR	 ORTHOMODE	 1	 AND AS	 PHASE
POLARIZER	 TRANSDUCER	 •	 FILTER	 EQUALIZER	 INTERCONNECT
•	 114 n 114
• ASS
	 PHASERECEIVER	 17	 FILTER	 EQUALIZER
NODES 2 TO 8 	 2IDFNTICAL TO NODE 1	 SANDPASS	 PHASE(>9 FDM CHANNELS)	 •	 FILTER	 EQUALIZER
NODES 7 TO 10	 •(..9 FDM CHANNELS)	 w	 •	 SANDPASS	 PHASEJ	
16	 FILTER	 EQUALIZER
RECEIVER	 1S FINEREQUALIZER
FIGURE 4 . 14. FDM BASELINE INPUT CIRCUITS
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4.2.1.1 Receiver Desian
Figure 4-15 is a detailed block diagram of the FOM repeater dual conversion
receiver. The preamplifier, first mixer, and first local oscillator chain sere described in-
-detail in 3.3 of this report. A four stage low noise GaAs FET preampiifier amplifies the -
input signal and establishes the receiver noise figure. The signal is then combined with
the 23. 52 GHz first . local oscillator in a combination BPt; and local oscillator dipiexer,
and downconverted to IF, 3.98 to 6.48 GNt. The bandpass filter has a 2.5 GHz signal
bandwidth.. The first mixer is a single -ended waveguide-mounted diode.
The IF amplifier consists of three stages of wideband GaAs FET amplifiers
constructed in microwave integrated circuit (MIC) form. An AGC loop is also previded
,/to maintain a constant signal level at the receiver output. The signal is then upconvertedin a balanced MIC mixer. filtered in a bandpaas filter, and amplified in a single stage
output amplifier.
The first and second local oscillator frequencies we generated by frequency
multiplying the 1.96 GHz reference frequency supplied by the local oscillator source
'de scribed in 3.5. The first local oscillator multiplier chain has two frequency multipliers,
., each of which -is followed by a bandpass filter to reject unwanted harmonies. Spurious
outputs of the multipliers are at least 80 dB below the desired frequency. The second
local oscillator multiplier is very similar in design and construction to the first local
oscillator multiplier discussed in 3.3, except that only one frequency multiplier, a x 7
Pmultiplier, is required. The most important receiver performance parameters are noise
figure, gain variation over the passband, gain slope, and spurious responses. Sufficient
gain is provided in the four-stage low noise preamplifier to ensure that post-preamplifier
noise contribution is negligible.
All signal amplifiers in the receiver are designed with the input and output
matching networks optimized in the upper frequency region of the desired bandpo-,,%. This
technique compensates for the inherent gain decrease with increasing fregwncy of the
GaAs FET amplifiers. Isolators are used extensively to minimize interstage VAR, .which
can cause ripple in the bandpass response. Gain variatiot' will be :1 dB over the 2.`S GHz
passband. and gain variation over. any 137 MHz channel bandwidth segment will be less
than 1 dB peak to peak. a,
Spurious responses are minimized by selection of the first and second local
oscillator frequencies and provision of adequate filtering in the local oscillator multiplier
chain. Gain distribution in the receiver is designed to avoid excessive signal level at the
input to the second mixer. Excessive signal level at this point would ca:ise sirnificsnt
intermodulation products and also generate a spurious output due to the third harmonic
of the IF and the spurious product created by twice the second L.O. frequency minus the
signal second harmonic.
Receiver size. weight, and power are tabulated below:
Size	 b x 10 x 2 in.
Weight
	 3.0 lb
DC power	 4.5 watts
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^'4.2. 1^.2 Input Multiplexer
The input multiplexer *dp parameters are as follows:
Channel bandwidth	 137 MHz
Filter
Channe l
 
	
tog	 0
type	
.1 MHz
	
Chebyshev0.1 d5r
Number of poles
	 4
24  Each input multiplexer consists of a series of up to nine individual filters
onnected in a d sane!-dropping arrangement as illus!•ated previously in Figure 4-40.
nergy within the passband of each filter is coupled to the output of that filter, and
j6nergy outside the passband is reflected and coupled by the circulator at the filter input
to the adjacent filter. This setup is duplicated for each filter down to -the lowest
frequency filter. The filters are arranged in order of decreasing frequency because
receiver gaingenerally will decrease with increasing frequency and output power
amplifiers will tend to have lower gain at higher frequency and finally the channel filter
c rtion loss tends to increase with frequency.
The circulator coupled filter arrangement was chosen for the input multiplexer
in preference to the common waveguide manifold approach shown in Figure 4-4a because
f of the potential filter interaction problems inherent in that design.
Each diannel filter is a dual mode directional circulator resonator filter and uses
orthogonal TE111 modes. Thus only two resonators are required for a four-poic filterdesign since each resonator is used twice. insertion loss per filter is approximately 0.4
AB, and the loss associated with each circulator reflection is 0.2 dB. Total insertion loss
,of the multiplexer ranges from 0.6 dB for the highest frequency channel to 2.2 dB for the
;tawest frequency in a nine-channel multiplexer.
^ Each filter of the multiplexer may be followed by a phase or time-relay
equalizer to reduce the filter's phase distortion. The equalizer is required only for
channels where the data rate is 137 Mbps or greater. Lower data rate channels do not
^- require the equalizer. Each equalizer consists of a circulator and a resonator connected
to one port of the circulator. Energy reflects with equal loss over the channel tinter
passband so that amplitude response is not affected. but the group delay of the reflected
energv varies with frequency in such a way that the channel filter group delay variation
over the passband is reduced.
All outputs of a multiplexer include a selectable attenuator pad, which is used to
equalize the levels of each group of multiplexer outputs to a common, standardized
level. These pads compensate for receiver passband gain variation, multiplexer filter
loss variation and repeater interconnect circuit loss variation, and ensure that the level
of each signal at the input to the summing circuit preceding the Ttl'T is equal.
The theoretical response characteristics of two typical adjacent filters of a
multiplexer are shown in Figure 4-16. The theoretical attenuation characteristics have
been generated by transforming a low pass prototype response into the response of a
narrow band waveguide filter which includes the guide wavelength variation effects of
the circular resonator filter.
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FIGURE 4-M INPUT MULTIPLEXER FILTER RMOM
It is evident from inspection of Figure 4-16 that a four-Imle dnannel filter is
more then adequate for separation of alternate odd and even charnels. In addition, the
' attenuation at the land center of the orthogonally polarized du mrel is more than 20
13L This attenuation, in combination with a poiarization isolation of 20 d% reduces
adjacent channel interference in the FDM repeater to a negligible level.
The multiplexer filters are made of lnvar for good temperature stability. Size
"and weight of a channel filter including the input isolator is as follow;:
Envelope size	 1.1 x 2 x 1.3 in.
Weight	 0.30 lb
4,2.2 Output Circuit Desian
Figure 4-17 is a block diagram slowing the configuration of tie FOM repeater
baseline design output circuits. Each groin of three channels is summed in a surnming
circuit consisting of three WR-42 short slot hybrids. A switched attenuator controls the
RF power level into the driver amplifier and TWT as required by the dual mode operation
of the TWT. Crossover waveguide switches are used at the input and outpoit of each
group of attenuators, drivers, and TWTs for redundancy switching. Three for two
redundancy is employed in the output circuits, and the points labeled "A" in Figure 4-16
are connected to the next group of output circuits so that each operational channel
always has two adjacent spare amplifier groups to select from when required.
A power monitor is provided for status monitoring after the output crossover
switch in such group. Groups of three channels each are then combined in the output
multiplexer. A harmonic or low pass filter is used to attenuate the 717 harmonics and
to attenuate TWT noise in the receiverband. The odd and ever • channels are then
combined in an orthomode transducer and connerted to orthogonal circular polarizations
in the circular polarizer. if orthogonal linear polarizations are desired tte circular
polarizer may be omitted. it should be noted that the polarizes components must be
located at the antenna feed and not in the repeater package. W;Aveguide and waveguide
components use WR -42 instead of WR -M for all components prece^6-at the TWT ber3use
of the smaller size and lighter weight. All components except the output multiplexer
following the TWT are in VtrSl waveguide to reduce insertion loss.
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4.2.2.1 Crossover Switch
The crossover switch is a WR-51 waveguide, latching type, with a motor and
reduction gear drive. A photograph of a crossover switch designed by Hughes is shown in
Figure 4-18a. The operation of the crossover switch is illustrated in Figure 4-18b for the
case where it is I rsed at the T\X T output. In normal operation the switch is in the
crossover position, in which the TWT is connected directly to the output multiplexer.
This position also connects the left bus to the right bus, which permits additional
flexibility in selection of a spare TWT in the event of failure. The left bus and right bus
positions connect either the spare TAT on the left or the spare TWT on the right to the
output multiplexer.
The flexibility of the crossover switch is best illustrated by an example.
Figures 4-19 shows such an example. amplifier chains 2 and 4 are normally operational
and chains 1, 3, and 5 are spares. Amplifier 2 has failed, and amplifier I is already being
used as a spire am is not available. Amplifier 3 is discovered to be nonoperational when
it is substituted. Switches 2, 3, and 5 are then switched to the position shown in Figure
4-18 so that ampiifier chair. 5 can be used in place of amplifier -hain 2 without disturbing
the normal operation of amplifier chain 4.
The weight of each crossover switch arid driver is estimated to be 0.8 lb.
a) CROSSOVER SWITCH
(PHOTO 7735315)
MUX
CROSSOVER	 LEFT—	 —	 RIGHT
POSITION	 BUS	 T—	 BUS
I
MUX
TWTA
RIGHT	 LEFT	 ^/ ^-	 RIGHT
RoS,TION	 BUS	 i ^-	 BUS
TWTA	
MUX
LEFT	 RIGHT	 \,-	 RIGHT
POSITION	 BUS — ^^^	 BUS
1 ^
b) POSITIONS
O
O
O
1'
M
FIGURE 4 . 18. CROSSOVER SWITCH
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JCROSSOVER	 CROSSOVER
INPUT	 OUTPUTSWITCHES
	 AMPLIFIER CHAIN	 SWITCHES
1 (SPAREI	 t
FROM2
	 YSUMMING(OPERATIONAL)
CIRCUIT	 FAILED
3 (SPARE)
3	 FAILED
FROM
SUMMING	 4 (OPERATIONAL)
'CIRCUIT	 4
TO
MULTIPLEXER
3
4 +TO M
4	 MULTIPLEXER
5+E5(SPARE)	 5
FIGURE 4-19. EXAMPLE OF CROSSOVER SWITCH OPERATIONAL USE
REDUNDANT
DRIVER
0
t ^
SELECTED
TERMINATION
RESISTOR
FIGURE 4 .20. CIRCULATOR TYPE SWITCHED
ATTENUATOR
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4.2.2.2 Switched Attenuator
The switched attenuator consists of a fixed attenuator and a switched
attenuator. The values of the fixed pad and the switched attenuation are selected to
match the equal standardized levels at the summing circuit inputs to the dual mode high
power amplifier gain characteristics in both the high power and low power modes.
The fixed attenuator consists of a short section of waveguide with a resistance
card placed normal to the E field. The switched attenuator is a latching three-port
waveguide circulator. Figure 4-20 is a diagram which shows the operation of the
switched attenuator. When the energy flow is in the direction indicated by the solid line
the attenuator is in the minimum attenuation position. When the circulator energy flow
is as indicated by the dashed line the energy is partially absorbed by the selected
termination resistor. The degree of mismatch of the terminating resistor determines the
amount of attenuation in this mode. This design has been developed for high reliability
applications. The latching circulator is essentially -a passive component, and the only
active components are in the driver circuit, which is redundant.
4.2.2.3 Driver Amplifier
The driver amplifier is a two-stage GaAs FET amplifier and has 13 dB power
gain. The amplifier is designed as a microwave integrated circuit and is mounted on a
substrate, which is in turn mounted in WR-42 waveguide. The construction is nearly
identical to that used in the low noise preamplifier which is shown in Figure 3-3. A
circulator is used at the amplifier input and output to ensure low input and output
VSVX'R.
The bandpass required of the driver amplifier in this application is only 635
,%1Hz. Three designs which differ only in the input and output tuning and impedance
matching networks are used. Each amplifier has a bandpass response of approximately 1
GHz. The use of three different lower bandwidth designs as opposed to a common
broadband design simplifies the task of aligning the amplifier for the desired passband
response.
4.2.2.4 TWT.
The 10 watt TWT is required to operate at two power levels. The low power
mode is used for normal operation and a high power mode wherein output power is
increased by 10 dB. The high power mode is used to overcome atmospheric attenuation
on the downlink caused by heavy rainfall. The 10 watt T%'T is operated with the output
backed off by 2.5 dB to reduce BER degradation due to intermodulation of the three FD\1
channels. Power output in the high power mode is 5.6 watts and 0.56 watts in the low
power mode. Table 4-10 lists the key performance parameters of the TWT.
The helix type TVi'T uses dual collectors for improved efficiency. Figure 4-21 is
a schernatic of the T%'T showing the arrangement of electrodes. Table 4-11 lists the
basic parameters of the TWT for the high power and low power modes. Table 4-12 lists
the electrode voltages and currents for the TWT.
4 - ,''
TABLE 4A0. IO WATT TWT KEY PERFORMANCE
PARAMETERSIFDMI
Parameter Value
Frequency 17.7 to 20.2 GHi
Output power
Luw mode 0,56W
High anode 5.6 W	 -
Saturated Main
Low mode 40 dB
High mode 55 dB
Efficiency
(two-stage collector)
Low mode 200n
High mode 30%
TABLE 4 . 11. 10 WATT TWT OPERATING
PARAMETERS
Parameter
Low
Mode
High -
Mode
Beam voltage, V •4000 •4400
Anode voltage, V- •800 0
Beam current, mA -	 6.0 23
DC power, W 5.0 33.0
TABLE 4 . 12. 10 WATT TWT ELECTRODE
VOL TAGES AND CURRENTS
Voltages Currents
E K •4000 to •4400 V IK 2^ 6 to 23 mA
EA1 a•800to0V IA1<0.1mA
EA2 2t *100 V fixed IA2 <0.1 mA.
EF ^ 6.0 V
I F 2!^ 0.7 amp
EB1 2!0.68E K 1B1 t0.7IK
EB2 t 0.95 E K 1B2 A 0.31K
IW ^ < 1.0 mA
ANODE
	
ON TRAP
COLLECTORS
CATHODE	 1	 2
HEATER
E A2
E A 1	 E81'"^^
E 82
E K
FIGURE 4. 21. 25 WATT AND 10 WATT TWT SCHEMATIC
.4-Ir,
TABLE 4 . 13. 10 WATT TWTA THERMAL MECHANICAL DATA
Parameter TWT
Power
Supply
Weight, lb 2.2 2.3
Size (HxWxL).m. 2.5x2.7x.13 3x3%12
Volume, id 88 108
Max heat flux density 5 —
(at collectofl, W in2
Only two voltages are changed in switching between the high power and low
power modes. in the high power mode the cathoae voltage is at -4400 volts ana the
anode 1 voltage is at ground potential. In the !ow power mode the cathode voltage is
-4000 volts and the anode I voltage is -500 volts.
.. The TWT power supply is a pulse-width modulation switching regulator type for
high efficiency, and has an efficiency of 53 percent in the high power mode and 62
percent in the low power mode. The unit is packaged in a dielectric-filled enclosure.
Table 4-13 gives weight and power data for the TWT and power supply and also
gives the maximum heat flux density of the TWT in the collector area.
4,2.2.5 Output multiplexer and Harmonic Filter
A simplified version of the output multiplexer design is shown in Figure 4-22.
Energy from each TIVT is coupled into one of the three circular resonator filters and is
Coupled from the circular resonators through a directional coupler into the common
waveguide manifold. Waveguide isolators are used at each input port and at the output
port to ensure that the source and load VSWR presented to each filter is low. Filter
design parameters, are as follows:
Filter bandwidth	 655 XiHz
Filter spacing
	 822 XiHz
Filter type
	 0.01 dB ripple Chebyshev
Number of poles	 S
The eight-pole function is realized by using four circular dual mode resonators
having orthogonal TE I I I modes. Circular resonators are used because of their very high
Q. which results in low,
 insertion loss and a very flat inband response. Insertion loss of
each filter is 0.4 0. Input and output isolators add 0.2 dB each so that total multiplexer
insertion loss is O.S dil.
The theoretical response characteristics of the even channel three-filter
multiplexer are shown in figure 4-23, adjacent filter skirts crossover at about -11 dfl.
_and attenuation of any filter at the passband edge of the adjacent filter is 25 to 30 df3.
This attenuation is enough to ensure that adjacent channel interference is negligible.
4-
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FIGURE 4.22. OUTPUT MULTIPLEXER CONFIGURATION
	
CHANNELS 2, 4, 6	 CHANNELS 8, 10, 12 CHANNELS 14, 16, 18 Q
O	 ^Q{
c 
-10
	
17.837 G Ht	 18.659 GHZ	 19.481 GHz	 a
W	 18.522 GHzy	 19.344 GHz	 20.166 GHzZ
d -20
N	 _W	 -
> -30
us
HQJ
-40
+5017.7	 18.2	 18.7	 19.2	 19.7	 20.2
FREQUENCV,GHZ
FIGURE 4-23. EVEN CHANNEL FOM REPEATER OUTPUT MULTIPLEXER
RESPONSE
1.96 GHt	 a	 9.8 GHt	 19.6 GHz
IA
1.96 GHz AT	 1 X5
	
ANOPASS	 X2 SANOPAS	 1	 1
• 3d8m	 ♦ 	 ILTER	 FILTER	 •	 7 P 200 mw0
FROM LOCAL
OSCILLATOR -'^A^	 ....
SOURCE	 G-23 dS 	 L-9d8	 L-4 de 	G - lo de
FIGURE 4.24. FOM REPEATER BEACON TRANSMITTER
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This has been verified by computer simulation. The output multiplexer is made of Invar
-in order to achieve low temperature drift.
-
 Size and weight of the three- filter
= multiplexer areas follows:
Envelope size	 1.1 x 2.25 x 4.5 in.
Weight	 0.90 lb
The harmonic filter is used to reject harmonics of the signal bands generated in
the TWT. It is also required to provide approximately 80 dB of attenuation in the
repeater receive band of 27 . 5 to 30 GHz. This is because the TWT is a broadband helix
type, which has a - broadband noise output substantially above receiver thermal noise. The
TWT noise power density per hertz, N^, is given by - N = - 174 dBm/Hz + NF + G, where G
and NF are the TWT -gain and noise figures and are 35 dB and 30 dB respectively. The
resulting TWT output noise density is -89 dBm / Hz. -Assuming that the feed system_
provides at least 20 dB isolation, 80 dB rejection in the harmonic or low pass filter
results in a TWT noise density at the receive antenna feed of -189 dBm /Hz. This is 21 dB
below the receiver noise density, of -168 dBm/Hz. It should be noted that the harmonic
filter is required to provide all of the required rejection since the multiplexer bandpass
filters, .like all waveguide bandpass filters, will have spurious modes in their upper stop
bands.
The harmonic filter is of the waffle- iron type, which provides the very wide
stopband required in this application. The cutoff frequency is slightly above 23 GHz and
eight poles are required to provide the required attenuation from 27.5 to 30 GHz.
Insertion loss in the passband from 17.7 to 20.2 GHz is 0.2 dB.
3.2.2.6 Beacon Transmitter
The beacon transmitter baseline design is shown in Figure 4-24. The 1.96 GHz
from the local oscillator source is amplified in a two-stage MIC amplifier to a level of 26
dBm. The output is then frequency -multiplied by 5 in a silicon varactor diode multiplier
and filtered in a three-pole filter to attenuate undesired harmonics. The resulting 9.8
GHz signal is then frequency-doubled in a GaAs varactor diode doubler and filtered in a
three-section AR-51 rectangular waveguide filter. The 19.6 GHz signal level at this
point is •13 dBm and is amplified to 200 milliwatts in a two-stage GaAs FET amplifier.
Weight of the beacon transmitter is 1.0 pound and do power required is 4 watts.
4.2.3 Repeater Gain Distribution
The repeater gain distribution is shown in Figure 4-25 for both the high power
and low power modes of operation. Where appropriate, the total spectrum signal level as
well as the signal level of a single FDM signal is shown. The signal spectrum consists of
up to nine FDM channels until the input multiplexer which follows the receiver. A
spectrum consisting of three FDAI channL is created at the TWT input summing
circuit.
Signal level at the receiver output is deliberately lowered in order to avoid
intermoduiation of the nine-channel signal spectrum at this point. Gain of the receiver
should be sufficiently large to ensure that system noise figure is not degraded by the
circuit loss following the receiver, driver amplifier and TWT noise figure. It is also
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desirable to make receiver gain reasonably high in order to reduce the gain regwired in
the T%'T driver, since there are 40 TWT driver amplifiers and only 16 receivers. The gain
distribution shown in Figure 4-25 represents a reasonable compromise for the conflicting
requirements.
4.3 FDM REPEATER PERFORMANCE
4.3.1 FQ M Channel Power Output	 _.
The amount of power delivered to the antenna feed for each FDA1 channel is
perhaps the most important performance parameter of the FDM repeater. Table 4-14
shows the derivation of this power level. The power delivered to the ;feed for the
individual channel is slightly greater than 1 watt, consistent with the design constraints
of the statement of work for a data rate of 137 Mbps.
Table 4-15 shows the breakdown of the output circuit losses. Two cases are
shown in Table 4-15; one for normal operation, and one when a spare transmitter channel
must be used. Circuit loss increases in this case to 2.3 dB due to addition of a second
switch in the TWT output path and added interconnection loss.
TABLE 4-14. FDM REPEATER CHANNEL POWER BUDGET
r
Parameter	 Value
TWT saturated power output	 10 dBW
TWT output backoff
	
2.5 dB
Channel power sharing loss	 •4.77 dB
Intermodulatron power loss	 •0.5 dB
Output circuit loss to feed	 -2.0 dB
Total	 0.23 dBW, 1.05 W
TABLE 4-15. FDb7 OUTPUT CIRCUIT LOSS AND POWER TO FEED
Output Loss Element Nominal
Loss. dB
Spare Amplifier Used
Power monitor 0.1
Switch 0.2 0.5
Multiple%er 0.6
Isolator 0.2
Harmonie filter 0.2
W.tvegu ide, 6 ft 0.7
Total 2.0 2.3
Power delwered to feed - 1.0 W.
4 - ^ i
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TABLE 4 . 16. FDM REPEATER UPLINK BUDGET
M S
137 196
196
23.39 24.95
68.98
•5.00 -5.00
87.37 88.93
.0.29
• 1.00
• 1.00
-1.50
• 20.03
-0.25
-0.59
-213.73
.0.00
•0.00
-0.92
•1.10
58.80
-94.24 •92.68
.200.15
81.37 .82.92
•118.78 -117.22
24.54 24.54
Uplink frequency = 30 GHz
I	 M (number of bits per symbol) = 2
Terminal . transmitter power, dBW
Antenna gain, d8 140 It dia, 0.06 0 HPBWI
Feed loss, d8
EIRP, dBW
Loss — terminal antenna pointing error, dB (0.0101
Margin, dB
System aging effects, dB
Random variation of elements, d6
Rain loss, dB W.125% outage, CCIR
rainfall region 4)
Polarization loss, dB
Atmospheric loss, d8
Propagation loss, dB (latitude = 47.50,
relative longitude = 27.50)
Beam edge loss, dB
Spacecraft stationkeeping loss, dB
Spacecraft antenna pointing error, dB (0.050)
Spacecraft feed loss, dB
Spacecraft antenna gain, dB (14 ft dia, 0.17 0 HPBV
Spacecraft received carrier power, dBW
Received noise power density. dBW Hz ITIR) = 531
T(E1 = 7001
Bandwidth, dB (Hz)(BT = 2.00)
Spacecraft receiver nose power, dBW
Uplink cart et-to•noose power ratio, dB
4- +I
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4.3.2 fDa Repeater Communication Link Budgets
Table 4-16 shows the FDbi repeater uplink budget. This budget is based upon the
one furnished by NASA's Lewis Research Center. Chat-ges from the originsl budget have
been made to be consistent with the results of this study. Spacecraft -antenna gain, feed
loss, and receiver noise power density line items were changed to be consistent with the
 predicted performance. The second column data rate was also changed to apply to the
<-ighest single channel data rate (Dallas to New York) used in the FD%l repeater, , and
scaling changes were made in the terminal transmitter power for this case. The received
Eb/No ratio is slightly higher than the 23 d0i in the original LERC budget.
Table 4-17 shows the FDM repeater downlink budget. Again, this budget is based
/upon the LERC budget, and the charges to it are based upon the FDNI repeaters pre-
dicted performance. The received E /N o for 137 Mbps is 15.24 d8, including the uplink
noise contribution. This leaves 4 .71 A total for BER degradation at 10' 0 BER, due to all
causes. 
T.: 
E& No for 1 % ,%Ibps is 13.84 dB and the margin remaining for BER , degrada-
tion at EV B	 is 3.31 dB.
f	 TABLE 4 . 17. FDM REPEATER DOWNLINK BUDGET
MBPS
r ^
f^
Downlink frequency - 20 GHz
M (number of bits per symbol) - 2
Spacecraft output power, d8W
Antenna gain, dB (14 It dia, 0.950 HPBW)
Feed loss, dB
EIRP, d8W
Loss - spacecraft antenna pointing error, dB (0.150)
Spacecraft stationkeeping loss, dB
Margin, dB
Svstem aging effects, dB
Random variation of elements. dB
Rain loss, d6 (0.073% outage, CCIR rainfall region 41
Polarization loss, dB
Atmospheric loss. dB
Propagation Toss, dd (latitude = 47.50,
relative longitude = 27.501
Beam edge loss, dB
Terminal antenna pointing error, :36(0.010)
Terminal antenna feed loss, dB
Terminal antenna gain, d8 (40 It dia. 0.090 HPBW)
Teimmal received carrier power, d8W
Received noise power density, dBW N1 IT(R I
 = 1500,
TiEI - 4230i
8andw dth dB (Hz1 (BT - 2.001
Uplink noise contribution, d6 (uplink E  Np = 23-00 dB
Terminal receiver noise power, dBW
137	 198
2.23	 2.23
56.03
-2.00	 •2.00
56.26	 56.26
-0.39
-0.00
• 1.00
• 1.00
1.50
10.03
-0.25
-0.70
•210.21 1
0.00
-0.13
1.50
65.46
105.19 105.19
202.34
81 37 8292
0.54 039
120.43 119.03
^A
1
L;N, cancer U-101se power ratio, dB
	 1	 15 24	 13.84
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4.3.3 BEh Degrad.itron Performance
The prime contributor to RElt degracation Is the nonllnearlt% of the Tel T. \
se( )ridar% cont-ibutor Is the effect of the Input muittplexer filter used to separate the
upllnt, spectrum. The three-channel mu!tlplexer filters iollo%ting the T'1 T appear to hasc
little effect on [AEI: degradation.
Figure 4-26 sho^%s the results of a computer simulation in \ ► hlch the link data
rate \tas varied from 100 to 300 %Ibps. The conditions for this simulation are as follo^^s:
Ground transmitter filter
Vround receiver detection filter
FD.%I repeater input multiplexer
TA T output multiplexer
T'4 T Input and output
backof f
Number of channels on
Bit error rate
Throe-pole Iluttenkorth. IlT
	 1.0
Three-pole Hutter\k orth. I%T = 0.53
Four-pole. ).1 dfl ripple. eq,lal
ripple bander lath of 11 7 VHz
Eight-pole. ^.^I d1l npp!c. oqual
ripple band\t kith of W \1N:-
7 dR. 2.S dl^
Nine odd-channels
I x 10-6
Tic three channels. 7. 9, and I 1 ,noun :n Figure 4-26 .,re the loner. midd!e and
upper channels %%:uch are amplified :n a common TAT. The i1ER degradation of the
muddle channel appears to tic dominated bs the TAT nonllnearit% and does not tar',
slgnlficantl) a lth data rite until the- data rate exceeds 200 Mbps. The lom er and ::ppc r
channels beha\e In the sdme generdi fashion, but the lo%%er channel seems to degrade
more rapldl% v ith data rate. The reason for this Is not under ,-t%oc1 at this tltne but It Is
belleycd t,^ be due to the TA T Intcrmodul ition products. In an-, event. the FER
degradation is \%Ithin acceptable limits for all three channels up to at least 2 , rJ %lbp%.
T'le maximum data rate that could be used In an y channel of the F[, \l repeater Is 196
Mbps for 'he Neu l orh to Dallas and Dallas to Nc%% York links.
[lased upon the results sho\%n In Figure 4-26 and the link power budgets of Ta'sles
4-16 and 4-17 it appears that the FP%1 repeater meets the basic requirements of the
statement of cork although there Is ver% little performance margin at the maxl"Tlurn data
rate of l yF Mbps. The remainder of the statemen t of work pe • tornlance requirements.
such is local oscillator stablllt\, spurious responses, etc.. - , rc not difflc-u!t to rnrr P , arse'
t!w baseline 1 7 MI repeater design should meet them ulth little difficult%.
[laseline I>c•lgn [ o\x er and a eight
T.Ole 4-I3 Is a breakdo%%n of the estimated po%^,-r and ucight Of the 'orn ponent,
of the repeater. The poster required bs the T\% T -\s Is based upon 2 1, un! is operaung In
' 1x' hq h rx'mcr in, q!v. Figure 4-27 DOH the transponder po\%er as S '.I nctlon
., f tv number of i W T As operatca In the high ;..^wrr 'node.
4.363 BER Deerada ion performance
The prime contributor to BER degradation is the nonlinearity of the TWT. A
secondary contributor is.the effect of the input multiplexer filter used to separate the
uplink spectrum. The three-channel multiplexer filters following the TWT appear to havejittle effect on BER degradation.
Figure 4-26 shows the results of a cr)mputer simulation in which the link data
rate was varied from 100 to 3+30 Mbps. The conditions for this simulation are as follows:
I l
x Ground transmitter filter
Ground receiver detection filter
FDM repeater input multiplexer
TWT output multiplexer
T1t'T input and output
backof f
Number of channels on
Bit error rate
Three-pole Butterworth, BT = 1.0
Three-pole Butterworth, BT = 0.53
Four-pole, 0.1 dB ripple. egihal
ripple bandwidth of 137 MHZ
Eight-pole, 0.01 dB ripple, equal
ripple bandwidth of 635 .%IHz
7 dB, 2.3 dB
Nine odd-channels
1 x 10-6
a
The three channels, 7, 9, and I I shown in Figure 4-26 are the lower. middle and
upper channels which are amplified in a common TWT. The BER degradation of the
middle channel appears to he dominated by the TWT nonlinearity and does not vary
significantly with data rate until Our data rate exceeds 200 Mbps. The lower and upper
channels behave in the same general fashion, but the lower channel seems to degrade
more rapidly with data rate. The reason for this is not understood at this time but it is
believed to be due to the TWT intermodulation products. In any event, the BER
degradation is within acceptable limits for all three channels up to at least 700 %lbpS.
The maximum data rate that would be used in any channel of the FD.i1 repeater is 196
X1bps for the New York to Dallas and Dallas to New York links.
Based upon the results shown in Figure 4-26 and the link power budgets of Tables
4-16 and 4-17 it appears that the FDM repeater meets the basic requirements of the
statement of work although there is very little performance margin at the maximum eta
rate of 196 %Ibis. The remainder of the statement of work performance requirements.
such as local oscillator stability, spurious responses, etc.. are not difficult to meet. and
the baseline FD%1 repeater design should meet them with little difficulty.
4.3.4 Baseline Design Power and Wei ht
Table 4 . 18 is a breakdown of the estimated power and weight of the components
of the repeater. The power required by the TSTAs is based upon 24 units operating in 	 s ^
the high power made. Figure 4-27 shows how the transponder power varie- as a function
of the number of TWTAs operated in the high power mode.
80	 -
120	 03 120
1088'
40
Intrrconnect I	 114 8 0
TWT driver and %w itched 4U - 20 02
atlenualor
10 W TWT A 10 • 20 4 5
Seacon trdnsm per i	 •	 1 1 0
Outpu^ multiplexer filters 40 0 3
20 GHz redundw icy switches 120 08
Local oscillator source i	 •	 1 4 n
Power monitor 40 0.2
Hormone filter 16 0 3
200
so
1204
2700 40 8
20	 40
I 120
960
8.0	 100
80	 02
64	 -
10	 -
587
Reoeatet miscelreneous
jTotal
24 TWTAs in high power moot,
TABLE 4 . 18 FDNI REPEATER WEIGHT AND POWER
Cornpo lent
(1u all tity
iOuerat.nq Plus
Redundanti
liveight	 ih Posver' W
U1111 Total Unit I	 Tot.rl
Receivers 16 • 16	 30 960 4.5 720
Input rrlult-plextr f llert 114	 I 03 34.2 - -
ReLPIVtr redundancv I	 64	 0.3 19 2 -
sw lches
Lucsr osc-llator ;f	 0.3 48 -
redundancy swrtchw.
- TELEMETRY AND CL`1111.-`D RE``I IRE.VE\T'^
The command requirements for the FD%1 repeater are as follows:
Command Function	 \umber of Cor,,rnsnd%
llerer^er select
	
32
Transmitter select,/	 240
PL-Aer ONiOFF
Local oscillator	 16
source select
Transmitter power leiel
	
60
Reacon transmltte- select	 2
Each receiver select commseid is used to s •.► rtr_h the p.s:r of circulator %Altches
it the recei ver input and output anc ilso to su ttc" power to the selected rcce ► ver. T r rsr
r-ommands not )nl>, provide for selection I redunaant receivers but -.,n also `)e ,sod to
turn oft the recciver% ,,t 	 a node thit is not In use.
Went
eratirq i0p ar  Pius
f4
Redundanto
Wei ht Ib Power, W
Unit Total Unit Total
Remmers 16+16 3.0 96.0 4.; 72.0
Input multipiacer filter 114	 = 03 30.2 - -
Retatirer redunMancy 84 0.3 18.2 - -
w4itchas
Locai oscillator	 { - it 0.3 4.8 - -
redundmcy vMtdm
Interconimat 114 8.0 810 -
TWT driver and switched 40 ^ 20 0.2 12.0 0.3 12.0
attenuate
10 W TWTA	 , 40+20 4.5 270.0 40'8 1088'
Beew transmitter i + 1 1.0 2.0 j	 4.0 4.0
Output multiplexer filters 40 0.3 12.0 - -
20 GMz redundancy switches 120 0.8 96.0 - -
Local oscillator source 1 + 1 4.0 8.0 10.0 20.0
Power monitor 40 0.2 8.0 0.2 &0
Narmcnic filter 16 0.3 8.4 - -
Repeate+ miscellaneous 10 - -
Total 587 1204
24 TWTAs in high power mode.
TABLE 4 . 18. FOM REPEATER WEIG14T AND POWER
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4.4 t,.ENETRY AND COMMAND REQUIREMENTS
i The command requirements for the FD%1 repeater are as follows:	 r
Command Function	 Number of Commands, 	 f
Receiver select 	 32
l
Transmitter select/ 	 740
power ON/OFF
Local oscillator	 16
source select
Transmitter power le%el
	
60
Beacon transmitter select	 2
Each receiver select command is used to switch the pair of circulator switches
at the recei ver input and output and also to switch power to the selected receiver. These
commands not only provide for selection ,,.f redundant receivers but can also be used to
turn off the receivers at tie node that is not in use.
f^
t
^i
A	 ^'	 X
e^F
I
; - if
^-
The transmitter select commands require 180 commands, since each pair of
crossover switches associated with a transmitter are three -position switches. Separate
commands are provided- to control power on or off to each transmitter.
Sixteen commands are required to independently select the source of the local
_oscillator for each receiver. Sixty commands are required to select the high power or
low power mode for each transmitter. These commands control-the TWT power supple
"and the switched attenuator, which determines the TWT RF drive level. Two commands
are provided to select the beacon transmitter and can also be used to turn off the beacon
transmitter if desired.
The telemetry requirements of the FDM repeater are as follows:
Function	 Signal Type	 Number Required
Received power level monitor	 Analog	 =	 16
Transmitter power level 	 Analog	 40
monitor
Transmitter switch status	 Digital-2 bits	 =	 60
_Transmitter power status	 Discrete	 60
_Receiver .selection and	 Discrete	 32
power	
=
TWTA parameters	 -	 Analog	 180
Secondary voltages	 Analog	 20
r Temperature monitors	 analog	 10
J
- 4-
5. TD.M REPEATER DESIGN
This section describes the satellite s\^, itchrd time division multiplex (TD.%I)
repeater trades, baseline design. and performance parameters.
5.1 TD.%i REPE.7TER DESIGN TRADES
The design tradeoffs in the TDM repeater are less complex than in the FDM
repeater. The basic repeater concept is illustrated in Figure 5-1. The design trades to
be considered are as follo\s:
1) Su itch matrix frequency selection
2) Burst rate and sv itch matrix requirements
3) Stitch matrix design including device selection and snitch arc'-litecture
4) Method of carrier signal level control
5) Beacon transmitter frequency selection
5.1.1 Snitch Matrix Fre q uenc y Selection
As shown previousl y , dual frequency conversion is necessar y to avoid serious
ipurious response 'problems in the repeater. -lthough this problem could be avoideO by
the use of a dernodulate/remodulate t y pe repeater in conjunction ^xith a basebund s%kitch
mairix, this implernentation is not considered here because of the obvious substantial
increase in satellite complexity.
The choice then reduces to implementation of the switch matrix at the
intermediate frequency or at the ouput frequency of 17.7 to 20.2 GHz. Implementation
of the switch rnatri> it the output frequency is simple beyond the capabilit} of currently
available technology and implementation at the IF is the only feasible choice.
5.1.2 burst Data Rate and IF S^kitch Matrix Requirements
This design trade concerns the choice of the burst data rate and ttie degree of
c hannelization in the TD.M transponder. Factors to be considered in this tradeoff are
TMI repeater complexity, repeater weight and power. and bandwidth required of the IF
rnatrix switch. complete sy stem tradeoff should also consider the complexity and
difficulty of earth station burst moderns as a func,ion of data rate. However, such a
NNl
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FIGURE 1, 3 TD%1 REPEATER CONFIGURATION FOR 833 %1BPS BURST DATA RATE
tradeoff Is be yond the scope of this stud y %%hich is restricted to the satellite repeater
Implementation.
The data rate for the cit\ ha y ing the most traffic, \e\\ l ors. Is 2.5 ,,bps, \01110
the lo\%est data rate is 521 \Ibps for Den\er. Figure 5-2 illustrates the simplest Th\1
repeater conceptual design \y herein the burst data rate is 2.5 y;bps for all nodes. This
configuration has the advantage of ha y ing ten identical receiver and transmitter
designs. The disadvantages are that the matrix s%%itch must corer the entire IF band of
3.98 to 6.48 61-1z, and the lo\%er data rate transmitters do not use transmitter po\yer
efficientl y since their dut^' cycle in this t y pe of burst s y stem 1, simpl y the data rate
required b y the node or cit y divided b\ the 2.5 Gbps burst data rate.
An alternate conceptual design, \\hich reduces the bandwidth requirement for
the IF s\\Itch ;Matrix arid utilizes transmitter po\\er more efficiently, Is Illustrated in
Figure 5-3. The burst data rate in this case Is 833 \ibps. Node ,, 1 to 3 (\e\y York.
Chicago. Los ArIgcles) dcMultiple\ the uplink spec*.runl Into three separate frequency
bands and have three transmitters and a three-channel output multiplexer. Node 4 (San
Francisco) di%ides the uplink spectrum Into mo separate bands and has t\y o transmitters
arid an 011tput diplexer. Nodes 5 to [0. all of \\hich have data rates less than or yer\
:'lose to S 11 \Ibps, do not require an Input demultiplexer or an output multiplexer arid
have onl\ one transmitter.
The three IF s\\Itkh matrices are arranged to pro •.ide complete Interconnecti\it\
and a;so are arrangeJ so that each saltc_^h matrl\ has the ;ante frequency Input, and
,) p ipits to reduce the Switch matrix band\yidth.
Tabl, 5-1 compares the feat6res of the two Fh\I repeater concepts. The R 
.Ircuit loss frITl the transmitter to the antenna feed i, slightly greater for the concept
of f= igure 5- ; due to the presence of the output multiplexer. In cases \\here no output
multiplexer Is used the increased Insertion ;oss is due to the more narrov. bandwidth of
tilc output baIldpass filter. IlE-R degradation performance is expected to be sorle\%hat
`.orse for the configuration of Figure 5 -3 dlle to ban6kidth restrictions Imposed b\
rrlultiple\ing the input and output s;gn3ls of the repeater.
The 10 \\ att transmitter po\yer output In the configuration of Figure 5-3 Is
deri%ed b\ scaling to 1, 3 of the 25 \\—A l t transmitter :Ised for tiic 2. 5 vbps burst data rate
.uld increasing the scale:' po\\er of S.33 \y atts to 10 \\atts to compensate for the hlj;her
IZF o,:tput circuit :oLs an(' the slightly degraded 13L1t performance.
The total spacecraft \\^fight impact given in Table 5-1 for the t\► o configurations
Includes the solar arra y and p. er conditioning circuit \\eight necessar y  to support the
ro\\er required by each transponder. The confih.,ratlon of Figure 5-2 has a net advantage
.\t appromm ite l\ 9 percent less spacecraft \%eight Impact. The one disad y a rht_ige of the
;bps burst ,tata rate configuration is the If- s\y itch matrix band\\idth require^nlent )f
^.;H	 ho\\ o ycr, this m.Ignituue of band\\i,:th does appear feasible for the IF s\\ itc `l
71 a:ri The configuration of Figure 5 -2 Is chosen as the baseline design for the T1).\1
repeater be,^au,e of its loner spac ec r ,t t a eight l ulpac t and simpler design. No\\ ,. \ rr, :n
the event that the IF matrix sA itch band\\ idth cannot be achieved, the , onfiguration of
Figure 5 - 1 1; considered an acceptable alternative.
TABLE 5 1 COMPARISON OF TDM REPEATER CONCEPTS
OF F IGURES 5 2 AND 5 3
Pdrd filet el	 Frelute 5 . 2 Cetneet , r 	Flqule 5 . 3 Concept
B111S1 e1,10 Idte, GLps	 2.5	 0.833
IF switch matrlk bandwidth	 2.5 GH:	 833 MHz
Numtter of 11dr1SnlittelS	 10-8(11	 17,9111
RF c11Cu11 loss, transmitter to teed 0.3 to 0.5 dB qreatet
TrJnsmltter type	 T\%T TWT
Transmitter Power output, W
	
25 2,5 (2) 10	 112)
Twnsmltter do power, W	 90 13 121 30 8(2)
BER degtaddtlon Pertormance Slightly worse tot
multiple Channel nodes
Repedter weight, Ib	 241 318
Repeater power, W	 67113) X77(3)
Spacectatt weight Irnpact (5) , Ib	 509 539
NOTES:	 1)	 Ope1Jt1nq plus redundant
2)	 High power low Power mode
31	 6 of 10 transmlttets In high powet mode
31	 10 of 17 transnuttels In high powet mode
5)	 Pltwer assesseel at 0 3 Ih %%
TABLE 5 2, IF S1% ITCH MATRIX
REOUIRENIENTS
N1atl 1k order 10 k 10
Ceote* trequency 5 23 GHz
Bandwidth 2.5 GHz
Swllchinq Time 10 ns
Reront-qulatlon time 2 —sec.
Isoldt Ion 50 dB
InSt'111 ul loss 15 dB
Differential gain 1 013
Input and output VSWR 1.25
TABLE 5 3. CIRCUIT ARCHITECTURE OPTIONS
Option	 Advantages
	
Dlsddvan•ages
Biplanar	 Slndlle:t size	 Complex dssembly, high VSk%R
l., l u( l lel crossbar	 k1el11um size, flood decttuplulq	 Complex dssemttly, high 11.50111011
loss
Reattangeable rnultlst,tge	 Slnitl;est modul„s	 Rel.ab llty tiut'Stionahle, very Complex
eontlol unit
CLANC Centel Itl11l'.51011	 Low . nseitle l n loss	 Matt lk Ill del Ilrlllted, Isolit,oll reduced
JS 0100 Ifl Ctedse's
Ctlhlc tk l wel ,11vIde1	 Simplest Cnnstruct«0 n	 Inseltion loss
5 .1.3 IF \\itch %latrix Desi g n Tradeoffs
The t\\o prim,,r\ design traces for the IF switch matrix are the s\\itch  do\icc and
the method of Interconnecting s\\itches or circuit architecture. The basic pertornt.ince
requirements for the II = s\wch matrix ,,ro gi\en in T,,ble 5
The circuit architecture options \\ hich \\ ere considered are compared in
Table 5 -3. The cubic po\\er di\ider \\as selected on the basis of Ample construction.
The closest competitor to this selection \\aS the COUpler crossbar configur.ition. The
\,trious architecture concepts are illustratoo in FIgUres 5-4 and 5-5.
The primar y candidates considered for the s\\ itch device %%ere the 6,1AS FLT
,\\itch and the pin aiode. Tables 5-4 an(] 5-5 hiVe a sumni,ir\ of the ad\anta+;es of the pin
.wdo s\\ itch and the GaAs FLT s\\ itch. respecti\-el\ . The GaAs FET s\\ itch has been
crlosen in preference to the pin diode snitch on the basis of its lo\\er  po\\er requirement
for a gi\cn s\\itching s peed, potential conlpatiMit\ \\ith monolithic micro\\av e
Integrated circuits, and simpler drier circuit requirervent. Table 5 -h suiniuArizes the
design ,election rationale for the IF s\\itch matri\.
TABLE 5 .5. FET OPTION
FET Adv an tages 	FET Disadvantages	 —^
r
Fast transition time	 Technology needs more development to achieve monol th cs
Leaf tic bas power	 Insertion loss Ot noniamplityinq mode high
Simple TTL inteFtacedlive r circuit
Amenable to Tonolithic integration
Ill  Am p lrficahon possibility exists
Refer enm
R Gaspari and H Yoe (Hkiqhtis Aireratt Company)
Mrcrowave GaAs FET Switching. - G MTT iIEEE Intt'rnat Of1aI M crowave SYM1110srum Digest)
Ottawa. 1978
TABLE 5 3. PIN [MODE OPTION
Advantages	 Disadvantages
Low insertion loss
	
Higher bias power - slower tiansrt on time
Good isolation	 More complex driver
Good bandwidth	 Not amenable to monolithic integration
Common technology
Refer ences
11 F ASSAL ICOMSATI ano X ROZEC (Thompson CSF1,
%liciowave Switch Matrix r nr Communications Satell tes -
IC: 16 (IEEE International Contrrence On C,1mm,0111:dtions
Conterence Dwst), June 1976
21 X ROZEC. '16 x 16 Fa st Switching Mati x," European
Conterence Proce +-dings Paris). September 1973
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TABLE 5 . 6. IF SWITCH MATRIX DESIGN SELECTION
Choice	 Design Selection
Circuit Cubic, power divider
Device FET
I
Driver FE T multiple FET chip
IF	 5.23 GHz
F- -L-
	
-	 -
Rationale
Simplest construction, lowest cost, very high reliability, good isolation
(al ,e provides broadcast capability)
High composite reliability, monolithic integration compatibility (also
provides fast speed, low do power)
Integrated 3 PET circuit minimizes attachment bonding operations
(also introduces integration concept)
Multiple FET•chip discrete breadboard prefers lower frequencies
(also compatible with receiver requirement)
5.1.4 Method of Output Carrier Sign,.; Level Control
In the TDM baseline repeater, each output T\\T is driven by sequential bursts of
ten different inputs. It is important to maintain the T\X T input drive level within a
relatively narro\+ range in order to maintain the T\\ T output  poNer nearly constant. The
duration of each burst signal can be very short in duration, which tends to preclude the
use of an automatic gain control circuit since the response time of the AGC. loop tiould
have to be a small fraction of the nluunlurn bur ,,t duration of 2 [,sec.
A more attractive alternate is to use a hard limiter preceding the T\% T. GaAs
FET amplifiers have superior limiting characteristics and also can be designed to have a
lower AM to I'M conversion coefficient than a T\\ T. Since the limiter tends to remove
most of the AM that may be present Olt the input signal, the rNM/PNI conversion
coefficient of the combined limiter and T\\T closely approaches that of the limiter b)
itself. The limiter can be designed to compress a total input level variation of «5dli to
an output variation of -0.2 dB. Total output po ker variation for a T\\ T input  variation of
Idl y is typicall} about # 0.2 JB, %k hick is quite acceptable. T\ pica) performance of
limiters designed for this application at X band and Ku band is an A\f/AN1 coefficient of
0.2 dB/dB and an AN1!I'\1 conversion coef t icient of 2 deg./cM.
The preferred method of T\\ T drive  level control for tf,e TDNI repeater is a GaAs
FLY limiter which provides excellent Fain compression and loi n A\;/PNt comersion
coefficient over a wide band\%idth and also has a t y pical response tirlle to input level
changes of less than 10 ns.
5.1.5 Beacon Transrnitter Fre q ienc y Selection
The basis for selection of a beacon transmitter frequency is to avoid significant
interference from the data. ERR fir each data transmitter is higher than in the FDNI
,.,ee 4.1.5) case by 10 log pp (2.5 x 10'/ 137 x 1 0 ) and is 98.6 dBin. The ratio of data ERP
to beacon ERP is then ^^0.6 dB and the discrete spectral line power relative to total
carrier power, as derived in 4.1.5, should be more than 60 dB below the carrier.
-N
The beacon carrier must be coherent ;%ith the satellite Local oscillatm and the
trequency must lie bet\\een 17.7 GHr. and 20.2 k;Hz. The data carrier frequencies are
centered at 15.95 6Hz, nd the first nulls of the 2.5 Gbps `P K modulated spectrum are
at 17.7 and 20.2 CH--. The closest multiples of the satellite ,ocal oscillator fundamental
frequency of 122.5 \IH: that are inside the 17.7 to 20.2 G r1z band are 145 times 122.5
Wiz and 164 times 122.5 MHz. These frequencies are 17.7625 GHz and 20.09 GHz.
Discrete spectral line power for a 2.5 (;bps `PSK modulated spectrum is -70.S dl;c for
the log k er frequency and -0.6 dBc for the upper frequency. The ;. \\ e r  f requenc v is
therefore choser, for the beacon transmitter since it \\ill
 pro-ide a beacon carrier to data
interference ratio of at least 10 dB. Spectral lino separatio , i is 4.SSi \IH:- for a 512 bit
data frarne, and the spectral line closest to 17.7625 GHz is ,ipproxlmatcly 980 kHz belo\
the nominal beacon frequency. The chance of the interfering spectral line being; ver\
close to the beacon carrier is rernote since a frequency tolerance of 5 x I0 -t' on the
satellite local oscillator and the ground transmitter results in a total offset frequency
variation of 230 kH: in the frequency separation.
5.2 TDXl REPEATER BASELINE DFSIGN
Figure 5-6 is a block diagram of the TLI.\t repeater baseline coniig;uratloll. Onl\
one node or channel of the repeater is sho\\ n in complete detail since all nodes are
identical. The input circuits emplo y a 2 for I redur-dancv in the single conversion
receiver. The output circuits use 16 for l0 redundanc\ for the transtnitter section. The
transmitter section consists of the upc onkerter v, hick converts the IF tO the output
frequenc\ band, a limiting; amplifier \\ hich provides grain and maintains a constant TAT
drive level, the s\\itihed attenustor, and the 25 \watt T\1T po\\er amplifier. Aa\egi;ie
CX s\\ itches
 identical to those described in 4.2.2.1 are used at the . ,, utput of the T\l T. \
po\\er .nonitor is pro\ided to monitor the health of each tra p - :utt er do\%nlink. \
5andpass tilter is used to limit the spectrum of the do\\nlink signal to ..ie 17.7 to 20.2
6H, allocated frequency range. The har • nonic filter attenuates T%C T harmonics and TAT
noise in the repeater receive frequency band.
S . 2.1 Inp-'. Circuits
The TDM repeater input circuits consist of the test coupler, the ferrite
circulator s\► itches \\ hich prk,vide redundanc\ s\\ itching at the receiver input, the single
conversion receiver, and the coaxial s\\Itl'hes used to select the receiver IF output. :,
detailed 5lock diagram of the single conversioii receiver is sho\ ► n in Figure 5-7. The
receiver is verN similar to the FDXI receiver described in 4.2.1.1. The onl\ differences
are deletion of the -\CC functi--r• and elimination of the second trequenc\ con\ersion. A
L1Cta1led description of the remain, ig circuits \► as given in 3.1 and 4,2.1.
The size, u eight. and pox\ or of the TD \I receiver are as follov% s:
tiizc
	 6 \ S \ 2 i nches
A eight
	 2.5 pounds
1'o\\cr	 6.0 %%atts
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TABLE 5 7 IF SIti'ITCH MATRIX PARAMETERS
7
Parameter Prolectett
Matr a size 12 x 12 with 2 redundant (operational 10 x 101
Connectivity Full. wi t h broadcast capability built in
Sw,tch,nq time 10 ns
Command signals Parallel
Contrui Circuit Driver ►part of GaAs	 ntegrated circuit
IF 5230 MHz
Bandwidth 2500 MHz
DC oower 3 5 Iexclud,ng DCU , watts
Sire 5.2 x 5.2 t 5.2 in.
W+rght 4 it)
Rellab,lrt y . 10 w 099988
Switch element device Multiple FET eh p
Circuit con f ,QL:rat on cubic
5 .2.2 IF SLR itch % I itr ix
The parameters of the T[W rrpeater IF snitch matrix are given ir. Table 5 - 7.
\.it(• that the ,u ► tc"h matrix is ► rnplementea with a 12xI2 .!!sign to pro^ ► de 1%%o
renur,c:ant hN:t.h
 piths In ord:r to .nc•rease s%ii;t^h r0li.Abll ► t%.
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5.2.3 Output Circuits
A detailed block diagram of a single output circuit a ithout the redundant-%
,Aitchcs is shown In Figure 5-8. -\ tuo-stage IF amplifier is used t.-) amplif% the signal
;prior to upconversiori. The iF amplifier is constructer; in \III: form arld is identical to
II : amplifier used in the receiver as described in 4.2.1.1.
The upconverter and local oscillator frequency multipier are Identical to the
circuits used in the Fn\I receiver. Following the upconverter, a three-section \%avegulde
bandpass filter ^.1-th a bandwidth of 2.5 GHz :s used to attenuate spurious product, and
loy al oscillator leakage of the upconvert.2r mixer.
\ t--%o- stjgP GaAs FFT limiting amplifier follows the upronvrrter and bandpass
filter. T`lis amplifier lias a linear gain of 12 d13 and is driven into gim c, ,-rnpress;.*)n to
reduce TA T input drive level variation. The ,witched attenuator is identical to that used
in the FLW repeater as described in 4.2.2.2.
The 25 watt T\%T is a helix t y pe with a dual depressed collector to Improve
efticiencv and is capable of operation at the full 25 watt saturated power output x at a
reduced level of 2.5 watts for normal operation. The TV, T is operated fully saturated ;n
bmh the high power and low power modes.
Table 5-S lists the key performance parameters of the T%% T. Table 5-9 gives the
brans voltages, beam currents, and total input do power of the TAT for the high porker
and low ;,ouer modes of operatior.. Table 5-10 lists the TAT electrode volt..g . es and
curents of the 25 watt TA T. As in the 10 watt F[)\I TA T the onl y .,Atages that require
,ultching in the high and loi poucr modes of operation are the :)earn voltages and the
anode I voltage. Table 5-1 1 gives the thermlal and mechanical data for the TA T and th,^
TA T power supply. 1e sir. of the po,ker supply is basicall y the sa--le as for tilt- I'i w at 
TA T power ,uppIN described in 4.2.2.4 except for the ricreased bearn voltage ano
%urr'ent. niel!`ctrlc encapsulation IS USCQ to prevent .tri.ng and l'%-ircina in the ',pat's'
ells I.rOnrl i ellt.
TABLE 58 25 %A.ATT TWT KEY
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
ITDR11
Parameter Value
Frequency 17 7 to 20 2 GH1
Out put power
L.rti mode 2 5 W
H yh moije 25 11'
Sflu r dlerl y.l.n
Low mode 40o8
H,qh mode 55 18
r' • -G a neV
T*o ct icw collectof l
Low rnude 25%
High m,xse 35
T ABLE 5 9 25 v.ATT T'^%'T OPE RO, 1 111C
PARAMETERS
Patametef Low Moor	 High Mode
Roam voilite. V	 6300	 7000
Bedm cui i 6 nm mA	 10	 :6
Dc ocmer W 10	 .7
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TABLE 5-10. 25 WATT TV T ELECTRODE
VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS
Voltages Currents
E K = 6300 to -7000 I K =10 to 36 mA
E A1 =-1200 to 0\/ I A 1 X0.1 mA
E at 2	 100 V hxecl IA2 -0.1 mA
E .6.0 V =0.8 A
EB1 =0.68 E I B 1 =0 7 1 
F B 2 =0.95 E IB2 ? 0.3 IK
I `V - 2 mA
TABLE 5 11. 25 WATT T%VTA THE RNIAL MECHANICAL DATA
Parameter	 TWT	 Power Supply
Vkleight, Ib	 2.2	 2.8
Size (HxlVxL),;n	 2.5x2.7x 13	 3 x 4 x 12
V p lume, in. 3 	88	 108
Maximum heat dissipation (at collector). W in. 2 	13
The remaining output circuits consist of the ixmer ;iionitor, the Output 5andpass
filter, and the harmonic filter. The power nionitor is neark identical to the design used
to the F"P%1 repeater except that the coupling ratio Of the directional coupler is reduced
becaUSe Of the higher power level. The harmonic filter is Identical to that used in the
F[l.\I repeater.
The output !mndpass filter is a five-section. 0.1 dB ripple t hebvshev filter .%ith
.in equal ripple band%%tdth of 1.9 ;Hz and a 3 dB banci-xIdth of 2.16 , - Hz. Center
`rcquenc	 of the filter is 1S.S9 GHz, which is FG %',H	 than the no 	 center
frequertc^ ,n Orcer to produce nearl% equal attenuation at the hand edge frequencies.
\ttentlatron at l'.% and 20.2 GH: :s l I dl;. I^ecause Of tilt high percentage band\^ldth
this filter is realized in rectangi lar M:-51 ^kavegulde.
5.2.4 i k-acon Transmitter De:tgn
Future 5 - 14 is a block dlagrarn of the beacon transmitter for the TI1\1 repeater.
The 1esign is	 more - onylex than the 1 7 M1 repeater beacon tr.msrnitter
because the I'0th har-nonlc	 f the local oscillator fundar ental frequenc y of 122.5 \lil/.
1 7 , c , ,t be generated a, the transmitter output Irequenc^. \ phaselockoo approach has
been chosen to generate the desired ,ultput trequenc-\ bCcautie of the high ,order of
trequenc% nru l tipli, atlon.
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FIGURE 5 . 10. TDM BEACON TRANSMITTER PHASE LOCK CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
The Gunn diode voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) fret , running frequem-N i•;
tuned to appromillatel\ the 14-)th harmonic of l)7.5 1lHz, 17. 7 t,25 6H'. A Coupler -it the
output directs a small portion of the VC0 output to a mixer whore it is mixed \\ till
thr, output .`f a \140 frt'quenC% nlulttplit'r chain. Tilt, difference frt'quenc} • , 110min ilk
t,12.5, is amplified and phase compared aith E,1'.5 %IH. , generated in the flr,t \5
rnultlplier of :he X1:0 multiplier. The phase detector is amplified and filtered in an
"c tl\t' loop filter .ind phase locks tilt' Blinn diode VC0 to the :esired ouLp Ut tregtjeric\.
NInce the free running fregtlenc\ of tile %V0 c.ln tit' ,urTStantiallt. offset from tilt'
.tst, lock frequent\ It is net'essar\ to provide an acgmNitlon ,tid to establish phase
T'lis is accomplished h\ using the acti %o loop filter to „encrate a fre quenc\ s \\eep
.ho\\n in the schematic of f lgUre 5 - l'. l -i uring acquisition the VC0 control \oltage
.:put is samplea b\ t\\o \t`I taft' comparators, each of \\rich has a ti\ed 5ia, rt't0l'Orl''e
The V and V \olt-ges art` selected h\' a toggle s%%ttch \\hose state is coritrollet:
t)\ tilt' t'; r nparators.	 1 snia'I current is al\\a\'; feti through resistor R I .nto the
• )tt't;ratof faf'rlt'tl h\ tilt' operational anll`Iltlt'r, rt',lstof l Z ', and t'a pa. lt,`r	 Arll'n tilt`
Llppvr or lo\ er s\leep Lnut I-, reachiod, a comparator state change 'lt` toggle
s\%ttch and re\erses the s%%oep. The s\\t,ep frequent' ,, range is (:ellberatel\ 7liade' nitich
larger than the WO fregtjonc\ Uncertaint\. Veen the WI,") s\\ ecps through the desired
trequenc\, the error signal tienerated ht the loop phase dctcc-tor tales over and
'ilaintalns the 1i t.' in phase lot-L. It Is not nt,cessar-\ to disable the s\\eep once phase
iOCk hat OCCUrred sinct' the small tracking error catised h\ tilt' s%1.001` CUrront is constant
arn' Call he tnadt` (;')It( ,
 ,nl,,l! b\ lnt ro-ising the s\\eel ) poriod.
The major portion of the (i.' N%ker required In the beacon transmitt0l' is tISOd ;,\
r t..tllnn ./lobe VC0. P ie roma1'ling circuits ,,re .ill lo\ or moder.1to , ign al :ovel i irctiit'.
re'quirt' .0)owt I \\,itt tot.d.
	 Aoight •`t t l )t'')eat'0(l transmittt'r is f. 5 powrids and
I, , po ,,%er rt 'used I^, 4 \\ acts .
5.2.5 I'MI Repeater Gain Distribution
Figure 5-11 shows the gain distribution of the TMI repeater. Since each uplink
and doa nlink channel is a single QP.SK modulated carrier, the gain distribution is less
critical than it is in the FD.M repeater and more gain can be provided in the receiver.
The rnwro^kave s^kltch matrix has a rather high insertion :oss since the architecture is
-)JSeci upon the cubic power divider which introduces a high irsertion :oss in both the
input and output circuits of the svxitch. This gain is nlade up in a mo stake IF amplifier
xhich follows the IF switch matrix. Gain compression in a GaAs FE T limits is provided
to maintain a nearl y constant T\A T driv2 level.
5.3 TDM RL:PE—AT[:R PERFOR.XIAN CE
.3.1 TDM Repeater Power Output
The po%%er delivered to the feed is an Important I D.\1 repeater performance
paraineter. T-^le 5-t 2 shots the breakdown of circuit loss bet%%een the TD\1 Tv+T
output -incf the antor-na feed. The total po%^er delivered to the feed is 17.3 \katts or 12.4
dl^tk. The st.: tement A work constraints give a required power of 3.0 watts for 54S
%1bps. if this is scaled to 2.5 Gbps, the required power t ► ould be 1 3.7 watts.
5.3.2 TD%1 Rueter C ommur,ication Link Budg(-ts
Tables 5-13 and 5-14 are the communication !iplink and downlink buogets for the
2.5 Gbps burst rate TP^l repeater. These budgets are based upon `ASS LERC budgets
and the only time items changed are those there the predicted TD.M repeater %clues
have been substituted. The uplink E b;'ti J is 25.E,4 dB, which is somewhat higher than the
original talus of 23.OG dB.
The Jo%trilml•: Ebb: 0 including the noise contributed b^ the uplink is 13.75 dB,
tk'uch allotts i total of 3.25 dB for iniplenwrita.lon less.
5 . 3 .3 I 1,LR Degradation and . e ther t'ararneters
T c principal Tl)\1 repeater .-Ontributors to RER degradation are tie Input
, andpa-s tiitt • r located in the receiver prior to thc• first mixer and the output 5antipass
tllter f, llmiri; the TuT. Fi g ure 5-12 Is a summary of the effects of these mo filters
ant; she.ts that the ;,,l tal TD%l repeater degradation i s 1.3 dB for the filter ch aracteristics
11Stec1 In the tigLire tlhen l'ltt'rierence is neglected. It link !ts link lsolatic.n I ,, g ill% 2idl1,
* - I(-,te>;racatio r l !s l.S d13 at J I^1-I, of 1 J-6•
`^asecl on I^i^urr 5 -I2 and the ,-omn)IIICdtion link 5udgets of Tables 5-13 and 5-
». It appears that the TI -)\l repeater baseline design -sleets the general requirements of
tfle ♦ tatt • ment of .%ork s%stern constraints. O yler requirements of tie statf ment elf ` ork-
are cast tt" meet tklth the possible exception of spurioijs OtJtputS tthu'h are
re cubes ;,,, be -5C dBc withi n any dog knlink ,•hannel. This requirement implies t eat the lIF
N,tit,'n :Matrix m,:i%idtlal channel to charlrlel ISJIJtion should 5e -60 dl3 In order ;J;Tle^t a
ttt ta! regi;iroment ; f -50 dl3 since there are nine ('hannels of jndesired signal : -oup ling To
;` ,e desired signal.
	
Ho%kever. ,I computer simulation indicated or,I% 0.5 dB .)t MP
' !Jda , lon at .t (lo nlink , arrier t. interferon e ratio of ?: r.f^. 	 This rhlphes that 3
tai i_ latio ,i m the range oI 3'; to ) UJ I3 %%ould be adequate.
_J.
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TABLE 5 12. TD%1 OUTPUT CIRCUIT LOSS AND
POWER TO FEED
-7Loss, d8_
Output Loss Element 	 Nominal Spare Amplifier Used
Power monitor 0.1
Sid tch 0.2 0.5
Bandpass filter 0.2
Isolator 0.2
Harmonic filter 0.2
Wavegu de, 6 ft 0.7
Total	 I 1.6
	
1.9
Power delivered to feed = 12.4 dBW. 17.3 W.
TABLE 5-13. TORT REPEATER UPLINK BUDGET
Uplink frequency = 30 GHz
Bit rate - 2.5 GHz
M Inumber of hits Per symbol) = 2
Term n.ai transmitter power 12196 \VI 33.42 (1 61V
Antenna gain 140 ft d!a, 0 06" HPBW) 68 98 1B
F-0:1 loa_ -2 40 dB
E RP 100 00 r1BW
Loss-ter rn nal antenna pointing error (0 01 0 ) -0.29 oB
h1arq n -1 00 dB
System aging effects - 1 00 dB
Random var:atron of elements -1 50(1B
Rdrn ions 10.125",; outage, CCrR rainfall region 4) -20.03 rf8
Polarization loss -0.25 dB
Atmospheric loss -0 59 d6
Propagation loss (latitude a 47.50
relative longitude = 215°) -213 73 dB
Beam edge oss -0.00 dB
Spacecraft statronkeeputg loss -0 n0 dB
Sp acecra f t antenna pointing error 10.05 0 1 -0 112 dB
Spacecraft antenna qa n 114 ft did, 0 17 0 HPBWI 58.30 dB
S p acecraft received carrier power -80 51 dBW
Received noise power density IT 11, 	 5200 ,  T (E) - 1000 1 -200. 15 dBW Hz
Bandw dth 2.5 GHz, BT = 2 001 940	 dBIHz)
Space. raft receiver noise power -106.15 ciBVV
Uplink carrier to noise power ratio 25.64 dB
r
1.
TABLE 5-14. TDh1 REPEATER DOWNLINK BUDGET
Uplink frequency = 20,000 GHz
Bit rate = 2.5 Gl.t)s
M (number of Drts per symbol) = 2
Spacecratt output power (21.09 W) 12.4	 dB1V
Antenna gain (14.00 tt d a, 0.25 0 HPBW) 56.34 dB
Feed loss -1.80 dB
EIRP 66.94 dBIV
Loss spacerratt antenna oolntlno error (0 050 ) -0.39 dB
Spacecraft stationkeepmg loss -0.00 du
Margin -1 00 dB
System aging effects -1 .00 dB
Random var iat , on of elements -1.50 dB
Rain loss (0.073"outage, CCIR I a.nfall region 41 -10.03 dB
Polarvat on loss -0.25 dB
Atmo;phenc loss -0 70 dB
Propagation loss (latitude = 47.50,
relative. longitude	 27.50 ) -210.21 d6
Beam edge loss. -0.00 dB
Terminal antenna pointing error (0.01 0 j -0 13 dB
Terminal antenna f eed loss -1.50 dB
Terminal antenna gain (40.00 ft d a, 0.09" HPBWI 65.46 kiB
Terminal 1ecelven carver power -94.31 dBW
Received nonce power density IT (R) = 1500 , T (E) = 4200 1 -202.37 dBW Hz
Bandwidth 2.5 GHz, BT = 2.00) 94.0	 dB(Hz1
Uplink no sr• conird)utlon (uplink Ea N 0 - 25.64 dB) 0 28 dB
Trrm nal receiver noise poa r - 108 09 dBIV
Link carver to noise power ratio 13.78(15
Hardware Implenten tat lon loss 3.25 dB
E 3 No , (BER = 1 N 10'6 ) 10.53 dB
I	 0 1d	 18	 SR
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FIGUHL 5 12 TDM REPEATER BASELINE FILTER SELECTION
5.3.4 TDM Repeater weight and Po^^er
Table 5-15 is a breaklo\%n sho^%ing the ► eight and po\%er of the TDM -epeater
components.
TABLE 5 15 TUN1 REPEATER \VEIGHT AND P01AIER
Weight, Ib Power, WOuant t^
Component (Operatmq plus Redundant) Unit	 I Total Unit Total
Redundancy switches - 30 GHz, 20 0.3 6.0
arculator tyile
Output redundanCV switches 16 0.8 12.8 -
waveguwde
Coaxial redundancy switches 52 0 3 15 6
Rece,vers 10	 •	 10 2 5 50 0 4 0 40.0
10r 10 IF s%vtch 1 40 40 15 3.5
25 t1 T IATA 10 • 6 50 800 84 13 560'
Upconverier	 T'N'T driver 10 • 6 1 5 240 1 2 120
swicher attenuator
Output wrldpass filter 10 0.5 5 0 -
and I1a1M(MIC filter
Local oscillato r source 1.	 1 4.5 90 100 200
D , g , tal sw.tch Control urlut 1	 1 6.0 120 60 6.0
Br'acon transmitters 1	 1 1.5 30 -10 4 0
Retlemer miscel l aneous 20.0 5.0
241 651
*6 TV.TA1 0pe1at1nq n high power mode
5.4 TI .I REPEATER TELEAIETRZ Y AND COMMAND REQUIREMENTS
The command requirements for the TD\1 repeater are as follows:
Command Function \o. of Commands
Receiver select 20
Tr	 tc	 fitter select/po^^er on-off 64
Local oscillator source select 26
Transmitter po^%er level 16
Deacon transmitter select 2
The telemetr y requirements of the TPV repeater are as follows:
Function Signal Type \o. Required
Received poker level mon^ tor \nalog 10
Transmitter poker level monitor \nalog 10
Transmitter s^k itch status Digital-2 bits I	 f^
T-ansmitter porker status Discrete 16
Receiver selection ,:nd po^%er Discrete 20
TA T A par. meters Analog »S
' ceconaar ^ %o;tages \nalog 15
Temperatdre n>>nitors -Analog, 10
6. TD\1/FD\1 REPEATER DESIGN
This section describes the hN brid TD\I,'FD\1 repeate • design trades, baseline
design. and performance paranietet s. The TD\1 FD\? -epeater uesign is based upon the
designs developed for the FD %I and TD\1 repeaters in Sections 4 and 5 of this report.
FEW, TD\1 REPEATER	 TINZADES
The basic concept of the TD\1iFD\l repeater is illustrated in Figure 6-1. The
design concept is based upon the individual FD\1 and TD\1 repeater design selections
alread\ made. '\ dual conversion receiver is used for the FD\1 portion of the repeater
and the Fh\l repeater interconnect is accomplished at the repeater output frequenc}.
The first IF of the dull conversion receiver is used for the TD\1 portion of the repeater.
me ,witch matri\ is implemented at the IF, and the s\k itch rnatri\ output is upcom erted
*.o the output frequenc y range.
6.1.1 FIl\i .
 TD\1 Partitioning
\i.cn\ of the design trades rele\ant to the FD\1 TDM repeater design have
alread y been discussed in Sections 4 and 5 of this report. The most significant design
tradeoff to be considered is the method of dividing the data capacit} bet-.keen the FD\1
and the Tl')\1 portions of the receiver.
Figures 6-2 and h-3 illustrate two alternative FD\1. Th\i hannel : onfigurations
,,idered for con;parison purposes in the stud\. The configuration shoes n in Figure 6-2
,•, ;Al t satist\ the statement of \%ork constraints in that the TP \l data rat ^s required
for \e\% 1 or-:. Dallas. Minneapolis/St. Paul and Atlanta exceed the nominal burst rate of
544 \Ibps. In all cases except \e\% ) Jrh. the additional data capacity could t)e added as
additional FD\I channels. Ho\%ever. these channe!s \\ould  have to be assigned to smaller
cities. \11 a\'a:Iablc FD\1 Irequ ,nc\ slots for \eu l ^^rk, Los \ngeles. and r'hicago are in
use. For e • \arnple, the additional 263 \Ibps capacity required for Dallas would require
additional FD\1 channels for five of the remaining six cities.
The -cntiguration of Figire A-3 represents a more extreme case of FD\l
?^.	 configuration approaches the comp:omt% of the f lW-onl y repeater of
?ton	 more reasonable division of FP\? and TD\l capac it) .s illustrated in Figure
Th;s configuration has been selected for the `)a"eline iesign because it is full\
compliant aiV) the requirements of the traffic rnatri\, and grromh capabilit> is provided
I the TOO ch,;nnel. The fu!1 TIW burst rate capabilit\ is rxit .ised except in the .-ase of
\e.c 1 or,. The 111,1M MUM data rata for ans 2'- MHz FD\I channel is 23S \Ibps for the
\e'.1 \ .ern to L.A. anC vii mo \e\1 \ ori, to e ni ,- ago channels.	 OrthogonaI
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FIGURE 6 . 1. FDM1 TDM REPE4TER CONCEPT
polarizations are used for the \e\c fork, Chicago, and Los Angeles rxodes to simplify the
rlultipicxing requirements. This is almost mandator y to obtain adequate -tat ion
5etueen the 1.096 :,bps burst rate TD\I channel and the adjacent 274 MHz FDM cha lel
\%Ithuut sacrificing excessive band^cidth 1n guard bands betNeen channels.
6.1.2 input Circuit Design Trades
The onl y significant design trade in the input -ircuits is to determine the method
A separating the FL -,\l and Tl)\1 porti:)ns of the uplink spectrum. Two possible
configurations are illustrated in F igure 6- 5 . Figure 6-5a sho% s a (onfigurat l on %%here the
deniultiplexer for bath the FDM and TI)M spectrum is implemented at the repeater
output frequenc\. This configuration requires ten additional do\y ncnnsertors for the ten
TM! channels. In Figure 6-5h the TD\l channel filter is implemented at the receiver IF
and does riot require additional frequenc \ conversion since the receiver IF is readil%
a-c • essible. The disadvantage of this configuration is that the TFW channel filter is
implemented it IF u here the percentage bandwidth of the Th\I c hannel is much higher.
Ho%kever, the IF filter can be designed as an interdigital stripline filter compa:i5le %kith
t;:e Hide Dand^cidth. This configuration ^%ould %eigh slightl,, more than an FZF TIW
,`lannc• l filter. Vito that filtering at IF %kith onl y a bandpass TD\1 channel filter .toes not
%i;:e `sand limiting of the adjacent FDM spectrum. This is r. •at rea ll\ a disadvantage
since the ground ^taticii must provide some band limiting of both the TPV and FP .1
spectrums at the point \► here the y are summed.
The preferred configuration for the hasel:ne design is to implement the Tl')\l
,innel tiller at the IF. The RF demultiplexing filters that separate the 274 \1H: amide
I - P%1 channels have the same basic requirements as the FDM input demultiplering filters
of the Fh\1 repeater. The Same filter t%pe, a four-pole '.I dB ripple Cheb\she y Biter.
u ill be used in this case _end each FMI c haiine; tiltcr %% ill have a 2'41 \IHz equal ripple
5aada:cith. The IF 1*[W filter Aill be a stripline, interdigital, six-pole. 0.1 dik ripple
C')ob^- hes filter %s ith an equal ripple bander idth of ; '3 14k \M.. This filter (' ,,ice provides
1. (IB attVnual1X1 at the band center of the adjacent 2 \IH,: Fh\! c nannel. Tot,aI
rs, Iat:or ccould be 34 dP if a polari.tation isolation A 2'; dB is assumed. Attenuat,on at
;ne 5,ind eogo of the nearest I 7 fl\1 channel of the , ,inc IvIar17_ation iS ',Y dB. -Ndjac-ent
`cannel interferen ce sho ild be negligibie for both cases.
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6.1.2 Output Circuit Design Trades
The design trades in the output consist of selection of a transmitter type for the
FDM channel and determination of the ouLput multiplexer characteristics. Because the
FDM channel power amplifier requirement is a relatively low 4 watts, a solid state power
amplifier is a possible selection. TWTA overall efficiency at this power level is not
significantly greater than that of a solid state power amplifier. Weight of a solid state
amplifier including supply regulators is about 2.0 pound as compared to about 4 pound for
a TWX TA. The solid state power amplifier ha.3 a potential life and reliability advantage
over the T\L 1 .A. Because of the lower weight and potential reliability advantage the
solid state power amplifier has been chosen for the baseline design.
The output multiplexer sums the output of the individual FDM channels and the
broadband TDM channel. Bandwidth of each FD\I channel is 274 \'.Hz and the TDM
channel is 1096 )OHz. A six-pole 0.1 dB Chebyshev filter with an equal ripple bandwidth
of 1.0 CHz and a 3 dB bandwidth of 1.1 GHz has been chosen for the TDM chanr,el. A
four-pole 0.1 dB ripple Chebvshev filter with an equal ripple bandwidth of 274 MHz has
been selected for the FDM channel filters.
Figure 6-6 shows the bandpass response characteristics of the TDM channel and
the two FDM channels. The filters selected provide adequate resection of the adjacent
copolarized channels. The TDM channel is attenuated 27 dB at the band edge of the
adjacent 274 .MHz FDM channel and each 274 MHz FDM channel is attenuated more than
35 dB at the band edge of the adjacent FDM channel.
6.1.3 Beacon Transmitter Freouencv Selection
The beacon transmitter frequency selection is again based upon providing an
adequate beacon tc data carrier interference ratio. Since the FDM beacon transmiter
which uses a frequency of 19.6 GHz, as discussed in 4.1.5, is the simplest design, it is
desirable to use this configuration if possible. The 274 \1Hz FD\1 channel ERP is
approximately +90 dBm and the beacon carrier ERP is +38 dBm. The 274 .MHz channels
nearest the beacon transmitter frequency are centered at 19.755 and 19.481 GHz. The
discrete spectral line power relative to total data carrier power at 19.6 GHz is -64.2 dRc
and -61.9 dBc for these two channels. Beacon carrier to data carrier interference ratio
is then 12.2 and 9.9 dB, adequate for carrier recovery. Thus the FD\1 teacon transmitter
configuration can be used for the FD\1/TD\1 repeater.
6.2 FD11/TD.\1 REPEATER BASELINE DESIGN
Figure 6-7 is a block diagram of the baseline TDM/FD\l repeater design. Nodes
I through 3 are identical and have orthogonally polarized uplinks and downlinks.
Redundancy is not shown in Figure 6-7. However, 2 for 1 redundancy is provided for the
receivers, 16 for 10 redundancy for the TAT TDM transmitters, and 25 for 16 redundancy
for the solid state FDM power amplifiers. Implementation for nodes 4 and 5 is identical
an^ sac h has a TDM and FDM channel. Because the frequency separation of the TDNI
and FD Iv1 channel is quite large, orthogonal polarization is unnecessary for these nodes.
Nodes 6 though 10 have only the 1.096 Gbps burst rate TDM channel and do not require
an y FD\1 chanrPls.
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6.2.1 InDut Circuits
The TD,%1i'FD,%1 repeater receiver block diagram is shown in Figure 6-8. The
receiver is very similar to the FDX1 repeater receiver but provides an IF TDN1 output as
well as Oe FDM output at the repeater output frequency. The TD.M IF channel filter is
also included in the receiver. A detailed description of the other receiver circuits is
given in 3.1 and 4.2.1 of this report.
Total gain of the receiver for the FDM RF output is 49 dB and is `6 dB for the
TD AO IF output. The rDM bandpass filter following the receiver ut)converter is a three-
section rectanguiar waveguiae, 0.01 dB ripple Chevyshev filter with an equal ripple
bandpass from 18.8 to 20.2 GHz. The TUM iF filter is a strip,,.)e interdigital filter 0.1
dB ripple six-pole Chebyshe v design with an equal ripple bandpass from 3.98 to 5.08
GHz.
The receiver size, weight and power are tabulated below.
Size	 7 by 10 by 2 in.
Weight
	 3.5 lb
DC Power	 5.0 w
6.2.2 IF Switch Matrix
The IF switch matrix design is identical to that described in 5.1.3 2nd 5.2.2
except that the bandwidth required is reduced from 2.5 GHz to 1.1 GHz.
6.2 3 FDM Output Circuits
The FDM output circuits of the F7,\1/TDN1 repeater consist of the switched
attenuator, the solid state poker amplifier, the power monitor, the output multiplexer,
and the harmonic filter. The switched attenuator is identical to the design described
previously in 4.2.2.2. The power monitor, except for coupling ratio, is identical to those
used in the TDM and FDM repeaters. The harmonic filter is identical to those used in the
FDM and TD%1 repeaters.
A block diagram of the solid state power amplifier is shown in Figure 6-9. The
figure also indicates power d;ssipated per section, the output po wer level of each section,
and the gain of each section of the amplifier. The input section of the amplifier consists
of five cascaded GaAs FET arnplifie , s. The remaining amplifiers are all reflection type,
NPATT diode amplifiers. Each of these amplifiers rons:sts of a circulator, IMPATT
diode, matching network, and diode biasing network.
Power mode switching is aot shown in Figure 6-9 but is accomplished by using;
on,y one of the final C ht parallel amplifiers. Power to the other seven amplifiers is
s.itched off in the low power mode and the output of the single amplifier is switched
around the eight-way adder.
The amplifiers are constructed in microwave integrated circuits. The eight-way
power adder is a ,tripline radial combinAr. The two-wa y power divider, the tv.0 to four-
way power divider, and the four to eight-way power divider are all Wilkinson type
stripline designs.
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TABLE 6 . 1. MULTIPLEXER CHARACTERISTICS
—T— Channal 1 --
Characteristics
Multiplexer Typel Bandpass I Filter Tyne
Channel 
	
Channel 
Characteristics 	 Characteristics
Bandpass' j Filter Typej Bandpass' I F , Iter Type
j One TDM, two 117.796 to6-Pole
FDM channels
	
18.796 GHz 0.1 dB
Ripple
Chebyshev
Three FDM 18.796 to 4-Pole
channels 19.070 GHz 0.1 dB
Ripple
Chebyshev
One TDM, one 17.796 io 6-Pole
FDM channel 18.796 GHz 0.1 dB
Ripple
Chebyshev
Equal Ripple Bandpass
19.070 to 4-Pole
19.344 GHz 0.1 dB
Ripple
Chebyshev
19.344 to 4-Pole
19.618 GHz 0.1 dB
Ripple
Chebyshev
19.892 to 4-Pole
20.166 GHz 0.1 dB
Ripple
Chebyshev
19.618 to 4-Pole
19.892 GHz 0.1 dB
Ripple
Chebyshev
19.892 to 4-Pole
20.166 GHz 0.1 dB
Ripple
Chevyshev
NA NA
The output multiplexers consist of three somewhat different types. One is used
in applications %hen two FDN1 channels and one TD11 channel are combined. A second
type is used when three FDN1 channels are combined. These first two multiplexers are
used for nodes I through 3. A third type is used for nodes 4 and 5 and combines the TDM
channel with one FD,X1 channel. T he multiplexers are all common waveguide types and
the filter resonators are dual mode circular TE I tt I mode resonators. Characteristics of
each of the three multiplexers are given in Table 6-1.
6.2.4 TD\I Output Circuits
.^ detailed block diagram o` the T IXT output circuits is shown in Figure 6-10. All
of the output circuits except the IF amplifier, T 1KT power amplifier, and the output
multiplexer or BPF are identical to the TDM repeater output circuits previously
described in 5.2.3. The only difference in the IF amplifier is that the gain is 22 dB in this
case and is 26 dB in the TD,%1 repeater. The TWTA is identical to the 10 watt TWT of the
FD's1 repeater which is described in 4.2.2.4.
The multiplexer, which is used in nodes I through 5, is described in 6.2.3. The
characteristics of the TD%1 channel are given in Table 6-1. The output bandpass filter,
which is used onl y in node 6 through 10, is a six-pole. 0.1 dB ripple Chebyshev filter, and
uses threes dual-mode circular TEI I 1 resonators. Insertion loss of this filter is 0.3 dB.
6,2.5 Beacon Transmitter
The beacon transmitter for the FD1i/TDNi repeater i-: identical to the FD.X1
repeater beacon transmitter described in 4,2.2.6.
6.2.6 T[1:11!FD,\l Repeater Gain Distribution
The TD\1 channel and the FDM channel gain distributions are given in Figures 6-
1 arid 6-12. Both figures show high power mode and IoN power mode data ^k hen
appropriate, and the FDX1 gain distribution of Figure 6-12 also sho^y s the combined 1-MI
channel levels when appropriate.
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6.3 FD\1/'TnN1 REPEATER PERFORMANCE
t..3.1 "M111-MM Repeater Power Output
The power delivered to the feed is a prime performance parameter for the
TD\1/FD \I repeater. Tables 6-2 and 6-3 show the circuit loss budgets and the poker
delivered to the feed for the 1096 \lbps burst rate TDM channel is 6.6 watts. Power
required can be scaled from the statement of work requirement of 3 watts for 54S \lbps
data to a requirement of 6 watts. The FDM 274 \lbps channel po\%er output to the
antenna feed is 2.5 watts and is comfortably above the statement of work requirement of
1.75 watts.
j.3.2 FDNIiTL.).\l Repeater Communication Link Budgets
Tables 6-4 and 6-5 Are the uplink and downlink communication po^ier budgets for
both the TD\1 and FD\1 channels. The uplink E b/N o is adequate in both cases. The FD\1
channel do\nlink E b/No is 14.61 dB, which allows 4.05 dl{ for equipment implt,nentation
loss. This margin should he adequate. The TDM channel downlink E b/i •: o is 12.54 dB,
%%hich allows onlN 2.31 dB for equipment implementation, This link is co .-ldered to be
marginal for the maximum rain loss condition.
6,3.3 FD.\1 TDN t ►:epeater BER, Degradation
Simulations %ere not performed specifically on the TDM/FDM repeater
configuration. However, it is pos,ible to estimate the spacecraft segment BER
degradation b\ extrapolat-nr , from the TDM repeuter simulation results discussed in
5.3.3. For Tl,\1 the spac e craft BER degradation ^%as 1.8 dB for 2.5 Gbps QPSK data
using; an input and output filter 3 dB bandwidth of 2.1 GH,. For the FD\IiTDNI repeater
th- TD\l channel 3 dl\ bandwidth is equal to the I.O ab Gbps data rate. For the FDM
TABLE 6 2 FDM TDN1 OUTPUT CIRCUIT LOSS 	 TABLE 6 3 FDM Tblvi OUTPUT CIRCUIT LOSS
AND POWE.^, TO FEED TDM CASE	 AND POWER TJ FEED - FDM CASE
Output Lo<s Budget	 Output Loss Budget
Loss, dB
)utput Loss Element Nominid I Spare Amplifier Used
Loss, dB
Output Loss Element Nominal Spare Amplifier Used
Power mon,toi	 0 1Power monitor 0.1
Switch 0.2
Multiplexer 0.4
Isolator 0.2
Harmonic filter 02
Wavegurde. 6 ft 0.7
Total 1.8
Power delivered to toed 8.2 dBW, 6.6 W
05	 Switch
Multiplexer
Isolator
Harmonic filter
Waveq_ urde. 6 `t
2.1	 i Total -- —
Power delivered to fred
02	 I	 0.5
06
02
0.2
0.7	
11
2.0 L T 
2.3	
J
•4 0 dBW. 2.5 W
TABLE 6 4, FDM7DM REPEATER UPLINK BUDGET
Uplink frequency = 30 GHz TDM	 I FDM
Bit rate 1096 Mbpf 1 274 Mbps
M (No. bits/symbol) = 2
Terminal transmitter power dBW 25.55 24.28
Antenna gain, dB 140 ft d a, 0.060 HPBW) 68.98 68.98
Fred Inss, dB -2.0 -3.75
EIRP,dBW 92.53 89.51
Loss-terminal antenna pointing error, dB 10.01 0 ) -029 -0.29
Margin, dB -1 00 -1.00
System aging effects, dB -1 00 -1.00
Random variation of elements, dB -1 50 -1.50
Pain loss, dB 1 0.125°o outage, CCIR ra,ntall region 4) -20.03 --20.03
Polarization loss, dB I	 -0.25 -0.25
Atmospheric loss, aB
-0.59 -0.59
Propagatwn loss, dB llatrtude - 47.50 . relative longitude = 27.50 ) -213.73 -21173
Beam edge loss, dB
-0.00 -0.00
Spacecraft stat onkeep ng loss, dB -0.00 -0.00
Spacecraft antenna pointing error ,
 dB (0.05 0 ) -0.92 -0.92
Spacecraft antenna gain, dB (14 ft diameter. 0.170
 HPBW) 5880 58.80
SpaceCraft r-cerved carrier power dBW
-87.98
	 I -•91 Uj
Received noose power density, dBW Hz IT (R) = 530 0 , T (E) = 7000 ) -200.15 -200 15
Bandwidth, dB IHz) BT = 2 001 I	 90.40 8438
Spacecraft receiver noise power, dMV -109.75 -115.77
Uplink carver-to-noise power ratio, dB
L	 E b No.dB
	 _ I	 21.80 24,77
-It
TABLE 6 .5. FDM TDM REPEATER DOWNLINK BUDGET
Dow.rlrnk frequency • 20,000 GHz "DM FDM
B,t rate 1096 Mbps 274 Mbps
M INo bits-symbol) - 2
Spacecraft output power dBW 820 40
Antenna gain, dB (14 ft diameter, 0-25 0 HPBW) 5634 5634
Feed loss, dB -1 80 -2 00
EIRP ,
 dBW 62.74	 I 58.34
Loss spacecraft antenna pointing error ,
 dB 10.050 ) -039 -039
Spacecraft star onkeeprng loss, dB -0.00 -000
Marq n, dB 1.00 -1 00
System aging effects, dB -1 00 -100 
Random va ,.at ,on of elements, dB -1.50I
 50 -150
Rain loss, dB (0 073% outage. CCiR Rainfall Region 4) -10.03	 1 -10.03
Polarization loss, dB -0.25 -0.25
Atmospheric loss, dB -0 70 -0.70
Pro pagation loss, dB (latitude - 47 5, relative Ions. ' 	 de - 27.5' -210.21 -210.21
Beam edge loss, d B -0.00 -000
Terminal antenna pointing error, dB (0.0 0 1 -0 13 -0 13
Terminal antenna feed loss, dP -1 50 -1 50
Tvrmrnal antenna gain, dB 140,000 It diameter, 0.09 0 HP5W1 I	 65.46 6546
Termrnil received carrier power ,
 dMV I
	
-9851 _1n2.91
Received noise power density, dBW Hz IT (R) - 1500 , T (E) - 4230 ) -202.34 202.34
Bandwidth. dB (Hi) BT - 2 00) 9040 84 38
Uplink noose Conti ibution, d6 059 0.44
Terminal receiver noise power. (JBW -111 35 -117 52
Link carr irr to-noise power ratio, dB 12.84 14.61
Ha r eware implementation l oss, dB 2.31 4.08
Et, N o , tdBl (BER • 1 x 10 .6 1 1053 10.5?
TABLE 66. FD%I TDM REPEATER WEIGHT AND POWER
Guant.ty T Weight, lb Power, Watts(o perating ^ T_^
Component plus redundant) Unit I	 Totali U n. t Total
Redundancy swi t ches (30 GHz) 2. ~ 0.7 182 - T -
Recen • ers
	
1 13+ 1j 3.5 91 5 65
Upconverters 10+ 6 0.8 12.8 0 15 1 5
Local oscillator redundancy sw!tch" 23 0.3 6.8 -
Input multiplexer 6 051 3.1 -
10 x 10 switch 1 40 4.0 3.5 3.5
Sw itch control unit 1	 +	 1 6.0 12.0 6.0 6.0
IF interconnect (16% 16) - 2.0 - -
TDM : TWT 10+6 4.5 72 408 772'
low
25 "o effectiveHigh power amplifier y
FDM	 SS 16+9 2.0 50 33.3T 335'
4w
12°. effective -
Redundancv switches. 20 GHz 51 0.8 408
Output multiplexer 8 051 4 1
Local oscrllato+ source 1+	 1 40 8 100 200
Beacon transmitter 1 + 1 1.0 20 4.0 4.0
Miscellaneous repeater - 30 - 5
Total ( 357 712
'S-i TwTAs in high pov.e • mode
"Nine , 'lid-state powei ampl f eis in h gn poa ver mode
t` - I'
channel the 3 dB bandwidth is substantial ly greater than the QPSK data rate. Based on
this comparison, the TDM channel spacecraft segment BER degradation and the FDM
channel deg radation should both be less than 1.3 dB.
6.3.4 FD.%1/TDM Repeater Power and Weight
Table 6-6 gives a breakdown of the estimated FD.11/TD11 repeater power and
weight by component. The power required is based upon 6 of 10 TA'Ts operating in the
high power mode and 9 of 16 solid state power amplifi-rs operating in the high power
mode.
6.4 TC 11/FD.11 REPEATER COMMAND AND TELEMETRY REQUIREMENTS
The command requirements for the TDM/FD.%1 repeater are as follows:
Function	 No. of Commands
Receiver select	 20
Transmitter select/power ON/OFF	 164
Local oscillate- source/select	 29
Transmitter power level	 41
Beacon transmitter select 	 2
The telemetry requirements of the FD.\1/TD11 repeater are as fellows:
Function	 Signal Type	 No. Required
Received power level	 Analog	 13
monitor
Transmitter power level Analog 26
monitor
Transmitter switch status Digital-2 bits 41
Transmitter power status Disc_-ete 41
Receiver selection and Discrete 26
power
T'A'T.A parameters Anaiog 48
Secondary voltages Analog 30
Temperature monitors Analog 10
o-ly
7. REPEATER COMPARISON
This section compares the baseline designs of the three repeater types in terms
of performance, weight, power, cost, and critical technology required.
7.1 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
The primary performance parameters to be compared are the power delivered to
the feed scaled to data rate and the BER degradation of the spacecraft segment at a
BER of 10-6.
Table 7-1 compares these parameters for the three repeater types. The
normalized power output to data rate ratio column is derived by dividing the power
delivered to the feed by the ratio of the applicable data rate divided by 137 Mbps. An
exactly equal comparison of the three repeater types would require that each repeater
have the same normalized power output to data rate ratio. The only signficant variation
from unity is in the F-D vl/TD,tii case where the normalized ratios suggest that the FDM
channel solid state power amplifier should be reduced to 4.0/1.25 or 3.2 watts and the
TW'T TDM transmitter output increased to 10/0.83 or 12 watts. If these changes are
made in the TDM/FDM repeater, the change in the repeater power required is a decrease
of less than 2 percent. The variations in the normalized power out to data rate ratio
therefore do not significai,,ly change the results of the study since a total variation of +j
percent probably is less than the uncertainty of the estimates. The TDM and the
FD%l/TDM repeaters both have somewhat better BER degradation performance than the
FD%i repea er. This difference is due to the intermodulation products genera-:ed in the
common thr-e-channel amplifier of the FD',.i -epeater. The FDM repeater performance
could be improved by increasing the backoff of the TWT, but this would cause a
considerable increase in the power requirement of the FDM repeater.
One other significant performance parameter is flexibility of use of a repeater.
The TDNI repeater and the FD.ti1/TD!v1 repeater both can have the capability of
reconfiguring terminal to terminal data rates by altering the IF switch matrix control
program stored in the switch control unit memory. The FDM repeater can proviae this
function with fewer choices only by the addition of switches in the interconnect and by
subdivision of channels.
7.2 WEIGHT, POWER, AND COST COMPARISON
Table 7-2 shows the estimated weight, power, and cost for the three repeaters.
It should be emphasized that all of the data shown in Table 7-2 is subject to considerable
TABLE 7 1. REPEATER PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
I
BER Degradation, dB i Normalized Power Output to Data Rate Ratio
Repeater Configuration	 (10-6 BER)	 (1.0 = 1 W 137 Mbps)
FDM 2 to 3 1.05
TDM 1 8 0.95
FDM TDM
channel
)
<1.8 1.25
T
FDM
TD IV, channel <1 .B 0.83
TABLE 7 2. REPEATER WEIGHT, POWER, AND COST COMPARISON
_ Cost, SM
ecurnng,I Repeater Type	 Weight, lb	 Power, W Nonrecurring 	 1 Unit
	
Total
FDM	 587	 1204	 8.1	 9.8	 17.9
TDM	 241	 651	 7.7	 6.2	 13.9
FDM,TDM	 357	 712	 10.0	 7.8	 17.8
uncertainty in an absolute sense. However, since the same methods were used to
generate this data for each repeater, the data is valid in a relative sense.
The data of Table 7-2 indicates a clear superiority of the TDNI repeater.
However, practical realization of a system having a Tfi.l repeater using a very high burst
data rate depends upon the availability of very high burst rate modems which currently
do not exist and May present formidable development problems. If the burst data rate of
the TD.X1 repeater is reduced to a value that is a more reasonable extrapo!ation of
present technology such as the range of 250 to 500 %Ibps, then the complexity, weight,
power, and cost of the TDN1 repeater would be very comparable to that of the hybrid
FD%1/TD\1 repeater.
The FDM repeater concept doe, not appear very competitive in this study
principally because of the use of T%1 T backoff which nearly doubles the power
requirement of this repeater, and also because of the use of uniform channelization
which was adopted to avoid the use of more than one power amplifier type. The
development of more efficient, lightweight solid state transmitters having power outputs
of say 2, 4, and S watts would make a substantial difference in the FD.%I amplifier
design. This development would permit the use of nonuniform channc!i?atlon having data
rates of 137, 274, and 548 Nlbps and would permit the use of a power ampltiier for each
FDN1 channel. These two design changes would reduce the FD.%1 repeater weight, po^%er,
complexity, and cost by a substantial amount.
7.3 CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY
Improvement of solid state power amplifiers and development of very high data
rate burst modems appear to be the two most critical technologies. The development of
high efficiency lightweight solid state power amplifiers having px-)%ver outputs in the
range of 2 to 25 watts v<ould be of great benefit to satellite repeater designs. The
development of burst modems capable of operating at burst data rates of 500 %Ibps and
higi-?r would make it possible to realize the potential advantages of TDM techniques in
satellite repeater design.
